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0. introduction 
Two rings are said to be Mtirita equivalent if their categories of left modules are 
equivalent [ 26, 2,6]. This provides a useful equivalence relation on rings which is 
considerably coarser than that of isomorphism. In this paper we study the corre- 
sponding notion of Morita equivalence for C*-algebras and W*-algebras, where as 
their categories of left modules we take their categories of non-degenerate *-repre- 
sentations on Hilbert spaces (normal ones in the case of IV*-algebras). 
In the algebraic ase, Morita’s basic theorem concerning Morita equivalence 
(26, 2,6] gives a description of how two rings which are Morita equivalent are con- 
structed from each other, namely that each must be the full endomorphism ring of 
an appropriate type of module over the other. The main theorem of the present 
paper (Theorem 7.9) is an analogous description of how two (?-algebras or IV*-algebras 
which are Morita equivalent are constructed from each other. Specifically, if M and X 
are I+‘“-algebras, then we show that M and 1%’ are Morita equivalent if and only if each 
is the full algebra of “bounded” operators on a non-commutative analogue over the 
other of the “C*-modules’* which Kaplansky [21] defined over commutative 
C*-algebras. 
An important step in studying algebraic Morita equivalence is the study of func- 
tors between categories of modules which preserve certain categorical limits of the 
type which any equivalence must preserve. The basic theorem concerning such func- 
tors is the Eilenberg--Watts heorem [I I, 38, 21 asserting that any such func’tor is 
equivalent to a functor consisting of taking tensor prc,ducts with a binmdule. Simi- 
larly, a substantial sortion of the pres,ent paper is devot:d to studying functors be- 
tween categories of modules over C*-algebras and W*-algebras and obtaining an 1 
analogue of the Eilenberg-Watts theorem (The&em 5.5). This anaLogue states that 
any such functor which iis continuous in a certain sense is equivalent to a functor 
consisting of forming a certain type of topological tensor product with one of the 
non-commutative analogues mentioned above of Kaplansky’s “C* -modules”. This 
topological tensor product is essentially just the inducing process which was ,tudied 
111 [ .Sl)j for f ” -algebras. where it was shown that the formation of htackey’s induied 
rerre~;er\t;itic,ris [ 231 is just a special case 0f this process. and that Nackey’s imprimi- 
tlvity ttjccjrenl [J4l ~111 be viewed 3s ;t special case of 3 Morita ~qul\iaiCnCf2 of tllc’ 
kind -Eve study here. Indeed, the present paper grew directly out of this previous 
NW&, and the results on functors obtained here will be useful in further study of in- 
duced rq3resentations. 
Since h!trri ta equivalence is an equivalence relation on C* -algebras or It’ *-algebras 
wtlich is considerably Coarser than that of isomorphism, it will be a useful tool in 
studying carious aspects of these algebras. such as their classification. although such 
a study is uot included here. The purpose of this paper is to lay the basic groundwork 
for the theclry. Rluch work remains to be done in obtaining detailed understsnding 
(if’ Writ3 equivaiencc for special classes of algebras. 
Thts paper is organilcd in the foilowrnp way. Section I contains basic f;xts <on- 
Wning moduics over C’* -algebras and k’” -rtigehras. In particular. modules which are 
gerrt’rators for the ~orrespsnding categories are studied, as these provide a tool which 
is important in later sections. In Section 2, categories of modules wer C*-aipehras 
md IV”-algebras are studied. In particular, the question of how mu& information 
about an aigehra can be recovered from its category of modules is considered, and 
this question is seen to be closely reiated to Takesaki‘s duality theorem in the repre- 
wntatim theory of C*-algebras 133.31, as well as a ncmber of other results in the 
literature. General methods for constructing functors between categories of modules 
rover C”-algebras are described in Section 3. These methods generalize the inducing 
prtxess in [XI]. Properties of these functors are studied in Section 4. In Section 5, 
strniltir csujts for mclduies over W*-algebras are considered, and the existence part 
of our analogue of the Eilenberg -Watts theorem is proved. Section (, is devoted to 
ths uniqueness part of our anaiogue of the Eilenbcrg---- Wat ts 1 hc~rtm. This involves 
the seif-dual ~nc~.!ules introduced by Paschke [27] as a generalization to tile ncn- 
commutative case of the “A k’“-modules” defined by Kaplansky (21 1 over commu- 
tattve .+I W*-algebras. Morita equivalence is studied in Section 7. and the main theorem 
of this paper describing how W”-algebras which are Morita equivalent are constructed 
from each other is proved there. Finally, in Section 8, various general facts concerning 
C’*-algebras nd I+‘*-algebras which are Morita equivalent are gathered together. 
1 wm.Jcf like to thank George bl. Bergman and John E. Roberts for some very 
‘ielpful comments which are acknowledged more specifically later. I wl~uid also like 
1c.J thank William I... Pas&kc for making ;rvailabie to me a pre-print of the paper 1271 
ti wh1~11 he introduced the self-dual m~r~ules which are used in Section 6, 
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six weeks at the University of Marseilles. 1 would like to express my appreciation to 
Daniel Ksstler and his <oileagues for their warm hospitality during my visit. Another 
part of this research was supported by National Science Foundation grant GP-30798X. 
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1 . Modules over operator algebras 
Let H tw 3 c” -dpetm (possibly without identity clemetU 1. By a (left) Ilrmtitiarz 
H-nrt~&rle we will mean (as in [XI] ) the Hilbert space of a non-degenerate *-represen- 
t3tion of B [ 81 with the corresponding act ion of H, We will usually use module nota- 
tion when working with Hermitian modules. If V and I+’ are Hermitian H-modules, 
tfxn we will denote by iiomB( V’, If) the Banach space (with the operator norm) of 
hounded H-module homomorphisms from F’ to W (also known as the intertwining 
operators between the representations of B on I;’ and IV). For convenience we will 
consider the Lero-dinlensior~al Hilbert space with the r.ero-representation of H to be 
a Hermitian R-module. so that, for example, we can say that the kernel of any f’ in 
~II~( 11 1%‘) is 3 Hermitian H-module, even when $is injective. The collection of all 
tiermitian H-modules together with the corresponding spaces of intertwining operators 
forms a category. which we will denote by Hermod-B. ( For general information about 
categories we refer the reader to 1251.) This category will be one of the principal ob- 
jects studied in this paper. 
K’rrw let iV be a )I’*-algebra [ 7, 321. (We use the term “IV*-algebra” for the algebras 
considered abstractly, while we reserve the term “van Neumann algebra” for 
&&ebras which are realized as algebras of operators on specific Hilbert spaces.‘) 
By a normal representation of N on a Hilbert space V we mean a normal *-homomor- 
phism (71 of iV into the algebra of all bounded operators on V which carries the iden- 
tity element of A’ to the identity operator on V. (These are what Sakai, in (32, Defini- 
tion 1.16.41, calls I+‘*-represen tations.) By a normal N-mtdde we will mean the 
I-filbert space of a normal representation of X with the corresponding action of N. 
As with C”-algebras. we will consider the zero representation of A’ on a zero-dimen- 
sional Hilbert space to be a normal N-module. Every normal i’V-module is, of course, 
;t Hermitian ,Y-module when N is considered to be only a C*-algebra. If I*’ and IV are 
normal N-modules, then we will denote by Homg( V, w) the Banach space of bounded 
module homomorphisms from V to k: This notation is compatible with that given 
above for Hermitian modules. The collection of all normal N-modules together with 
the corresponding spaces of intertwining operators forms a category, which we will 
denote by Normod-N. We rernark that Normod-N is a futl subcategory of Hermod-N 
Let H be a C--algebra and let n(H) be the enveloping IV*-algebra ofI3 IS.8 121. 
Then n(H) has the property that the action of B on any Hermitian B-module Vex- 
tends uniquely to an action of rt(B) on V such that V becbmes a r,ormal n(B)-module 
[8, 12.1.5). (In fact, as Cuichardet points out 01-1 19, p.bO],the functor B ++N(B) 
is the left adjoint of the forgetful functor from the category of CS?*-algebras lo the 
category of C’-algebras.) In this way there is established a b:;ection between the 
Hermitian H-modules and normal n(B)-modules. This bijection preserves the spaces 
of intertwining operators, and thus provides an isomorphism between the category 
of Hermitian B-modules and the category of normal @&modules. Thus. if H’S wish 
to study Herrnod-& it suffices, as long as we are not considering this categoc to 
carry additional structure, to study the category Normod-rr(f3). The converst !S not 
true hmvcver as there are many It’*-algebras whose catcgc;ry of normal modules is 
ncrt isor~~rphic to the IrAepory of Hermitian ni0dules over any C*-algebra. For CY- 
ample, ,I iateg~y 0i Htxmitim modules will always zontzin simple m~~dules, that is, 
irreducible representations, wltereas this need not be true for a category of noma 
modules. For these reasons we will make JYMJI~ of- our later definitions only for catc- 
gorios r)f normal modules. Thtlse definitions will then have immediate specializations 
tri categcbries of Hermitran modules. 
Let { 1,; j be a family of normal S-modules. Then the direct sum of this family. 
denoted by 13.1 VI, is defined to be the tlilbert space direct sum of the Vi together 
wit.h the &vi~& coordmate-*wise action of A’. (To show that this action is well-de- 
fined it is necessary to use the fact that *-representations are norm-decreasing - see 
the comments after Theorem 2.1 1 of 1291.) It is easily verified that rf! 11’~ is a normal 
A’-modttl~. A bit of cart must be taken in using direct sums of normal rnad~~les since 
these direct sums do not satisfy ‘the usual universal property for algebraic direct sums 
(ZC] if there IS an int‘inite number tlf summands, but rather satisfy this universal 
property only for families of homomorphisms whose famliy of operator norms is 
square-summable. The definition of direct sums of Hermitian mod&s fotiows from 
that for normal modules. Categories 01‘ normal modules have the pleasant property 
that every suhmodulc of a normal module is a direct summdnd, the complementary 
submodule being, of course, just its orthogonal complement. 
We now investigate the subject of generators in categories of modules. These will 
be an important tool later in {rur study of functors. In general category theory, an 
uhject L.’ is a generator f 17, p.h8] if the functor represented by C:, namely 
1’ c_, Hrm(k’, L”). is an embedding into the category of sets. that is, is injective on 
spa~cs of murphisms. The next proposition? gives other characterizations of generators 
Itg categories of ncrrmal modules. and in fact for much of this paper it will be quite 
sufkient to take properties (3) or (‘3) beiow as the definition of a generator. 
Proof. We indicate why (1) implies (2 j. Let V be a non-zero normal X-module, so 
that I-lom~~( V, V) contains non-zero elements. Since U is assumed to be a generator, 
SO that the funetor represented by U is an embedding, it is easily seen to follow that 
Ilom#L VI must contain non-rero elements as desired. 
We show next that (4) implies (I 1. Let b’ and W be normal N-modules. Since 
Hom2~( I.*, 14,) 1s a group (under addition) and since the functor rcprcscntcd by Ii’ is 
~lcarly additlvc, it suffices to show that no non-rero clement of Hrm~( 1,‘. IV) is carried 
tr) the rercb map by this funCtor, that is, that given j’E Homk,( 1’. It’) with j‘-# 0. 
there esistsg E h~~~~(lt: C’) withj‘G g + 0. But, giveicl such anL let V’ be the ortho- 
gonal complen~et~t of the kcrnci ofj1 Then I” is a non-zero submodule of V and/is 
injective on 2”. Since wc arc assuming condition (4) to hold, c” is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of copies of non-kcro submodules of U, Then j‘composed with the pro- 
jection of C’ onto any of thcsc submodules must be nr,n-zero as desired. 
It is clear that (3) and (4) are equivalent. Finally, to show that (2) implies (4) we 
need the following lemma, whkh WC state for (I’*-algebras, ince it wilt be usefu! 
that form iatcr. 
Roof. Let X be the Hermitian C-mrjdulc I’ A:! I+‘, and define j‘E Horn&Y. X5 by 
i(u, rr*) = (O,j’(v)). Then it is easily verified that the usual polar decomposition for 
operators (13% Theorem 1.121 or [ 7, Appendix 1111) when applied tof yield this 
lemma. L_ 
We return to the proof of Proposition I .l . kt 2’ be a non-zero normal Y-module. 
Since WC are assuming (2) to hold. WC can t’rnd a non-zero j’E Hnmy(I.~, I’). Then 
from knma I 2 applied to f there is a non-zero partial isometry p in H~nl_~ (V. k’). 
Thus C’ contains a non-zero submodule isomorphic to a submodule of C,‘. If this sub- 
mollule of b’ is not ail of 1’. then its r,rthogonai comptcmcnt is a non-Lcro submodule 
to which we can apply (2) and the above argument. The result now follows by an 
application 0f &in’s lemma. K! 
The four equivalent conditions of Proposition 1.1 are ali stated in category-theo- 
retic terms, and so apply immediately to the category of Hertr,itian modules over a 
C”-algebra. WC now give a criterion for a module to be a generator in a category of 
normal modules which is not category theoretic, and which is false for C’-algebras. 
This criterion, which will be importart later, follows readily from well-known fact?; 
concerning von Keurnann elgebras, but t.hesc facts, unlike those used in the proof of 
Proposition 1.1 above. are not entirely elementary. 
1.3. Proposition. Let ,V he a IV+-uigehru umi let C’ he 0 owrmul X-rmiiulc. Thcw C’ is 
(I gmerutor for Normod-iV if and on/y if tire represeatutim of A’ on c! is fuithjiri 
(that is, injective). 
Proof. Suppose that t’ is a generator, and let j%‘i, be the hernel of the corresponding 
normal hc~ml~snorptlisrrl of .2’ into the algebra of bounded operators on I:. Then A’,, 
will be tn the kernel of any representation on a suhmoduJe of a direct sum of copies 
of U, and SO in the kernel rlf any representation of N on any member of Nornrt;d-X. 
Hut any IV’-algebra has a faithful normal module [XL Thcrjrern I .lhJ], and so 
. 
,vri = $3). Thus the representation ofN on C’ is faithful. 
Conversely, suppose that the representation of .N on U is faithful, and let 
2’~ Grmod-X. ‘Fh~n on examining 1’7. Theorem 3, p. 531 we see that I’ is obtained 
by first taking an “amphat~on”. that is, a direct sum of copies of IF, then an “induc- 
tlt?tl’*, that is, a submodulc af this direct sum, and then taking an isomoryhism of 
this submodule with 1’. Thus condition (3) of Proposition I .1 holds. And so this 
half of our proposition can be viewed as simply a reformulation of the indi(gated 
ttHXrrem lfl [-?I. t.2 
We now justify the comment made above that for C’-algebras the property of a 
rcpreslentation being faithful is not categorical, by giving an example of two 
C’*-algebras which have isomorphic ca )ries of Hermitian modules for which the 
rsom~~rphlsm does not preserve faithfulness. 
t .4. Example. Let iQ = co3 the C*-algebra of sequences of complex numbers which 
converge to zero, and fet B be the C’-algel. ra of sequences {rn ) of complex numbers 
having the property that lim rrl = pt. Both algebras can be viewed as subalgebras of 
the W’~algebra 19Li ui bounded sequences. In fact, it is easily seen that the dual of 
each algebra is It, so that the double dual enveloping I%‘*-algebra of each algebra is 
just I,. Thus the two algebras have isomorphic categories of Hermitian modules, each 
isonlorphic to xtJrmod-/9. But let 1’ be the subspace of I, consisting of sequences 
having zero as first term. Then I” is faithful as a B-module but not as an A-module. 
ActuaUy, generators in the category of normal N-moduIes cut Hcrmitian H-modules 
have already played an important role in representation theory, although they have 
not been called generators. For any C/-algebra R its “universal” representation ((8, 
2.X) c?r 132, i AiS] ) is easilk seen to be a generator for Hermud-B, while for any 
@-algebra it’ its universal normal representation will be a generator for Normod& 
ifn particular, generators always exist.) But other generators may be useful. For ex- 
ample. If B is a type 1 C”-algebra 18. 5.41, then the multiplicity free representation 
quasi-eiuivalent 18, 5.3.2] trr the universal representation of B will be a generator. 
The enveloping W”-algebra of a C*-e ‘Agebra is usually defined using the universal 
representation. but the next two results show that any generator would do. 
Roof. This is an immediate consequence of [8. 5.3.1(i)] together with Proposition 1.1 
ahWe. El 
Roof. This is an immediate consequence of the above results and IS, 5.3.I(ii)j. El 
A numhcr of well-known results concerning spatial isomorphisms of van Neumann 
algebras can he given pleasant reformulations in terms of generators. FGr example, 
the following is a reformulation of (7, ch. Iii jj 1, Theorem 3): 
Among standard results in 17, ch. Ill] which can be reformulated in a similar way 
are Theorem 6 of 5 1, Proposition 10 of 5 6 and Corollary 7 of 5 8. 
2. Categories of modules over opentor algebras 
The main theme of this section is to discover how mud] information about a 
<“-algebra or h”-algebra can be recovered from knowing just its category of 
Hermitian or normal modules. We do this not only because of the intrinsic interest 
of this question, but also because it leads to techniques which will be important in 
later sections. 
WC recall from (2, p.9~1 that the center of a category is defined to be the collec- 
tion of natural transformations from the identity functor on the category to itself. 
The following proposition is an analogue of [ 2, Proposition 2.1, p& 561. 
Roof. Any element c of the center of !V is easily seen to &fine a natural transforma- 
tion tC 4’ the identity functor to itself by tF&) = cu for u f V E Normod-,‘. It is 
also easily seen that the natural transfijrmations form an algebra. 
Conversely, suppose that f is a natural transformation from the identity functor 
to itself. Let U be a generator for Normod& Then by definition tLr E h’om.&L U), 
and also must commute with all the elements of Horn&!, Ci), that is, is in the center 
of Horn,,, U, U). Since we are assuming that /V is a I%‘*-algebra and that it is faithfully 
represented on U (Proposition i .3), it follows from the von Neumann double cum- 
mutant heorem 17, p.411 that Q, corresponds to an element r in the center of !V. it 
is then clear that t acts like c on direct Sims of copies of U and OK submodules thereof, 
and so on any element of Normod&. U 
For any W*-algebra A’ the category Normod& has an addlt:onal piece of struct- 
ture which will be of importance, namely the involution whY& assigns to each 
/C HumW( k’, W ) its adjoint f* E I-l~rn~~( h?,2’). The following proposition is not 
surprising in view of’ the self-duality of Hilbert spxes. 
‘17~ proof of this proposition is trivial. The definition oi‘a dual category can be 
-found on f25, p.331. 
There is yet additional structure on Xormod-X which will be of importance. We 
:~ve already mentioned the fact that each space HomV( I*, IV j is equipped with the 
clperator norm, with respect to which it is a Banach space. Ln addition, tIom,( V, 19’) 
is nttt only a C*-algebra for the operator norm and invofution. but is in fact a von 
Neumann algebra, and so can be equipped with the ultra-weak operator topology. 
(Indeed, Hom,y( CT, rC’) ian also be equipped with an ultra-weak operator topology, 
as we wlii see in the next sectiun.j In terms of this structure we can tell whether a 
Ir’*-algebra is of type I. II or III in terms of its category of normal modules. 
Roof. From the definition of the type of a cc!*- algebra [32,2.2.9) it is easily seen 
that any sub- h’“-algebra of X will have the same type as A’. But the image A$ of A’ 
acting on P’wiil be a W*-subalgebra of :4 (as is easily seen from (32, t .lO.ll t .16.2)), 
and so of the same type as N. But Hom,,( V, V ) is just the commutant of IV,., and 
50 is also of the same type [32,2.9.h]. U 
On the other hand, we shall see later {Corollary 8.13) that all type I, factors for 
different values of n have equivalent categories of modules, so that they cannot be 
distinguished by their categories. We shall also see that every type 11, factor has as- 
sociated with it at Ieast one type II, factor having an equivalent category of normal 
modules, and conversely, so that one cannot tell whether a factor is of type II@ or 
II, in terms of its category of normal modules. 
We can never actually recover a C*-algebra or U-algebra just from its category of 
modules in fact that is what makes Marita equivalence interesting. However, if 
there is yet additional structure present. then it may be possible to recover the algebra. 
We now consider one example of this. For any IV*-algebra &’ let Hay (or just N when 
there is no ch3nce of confusion) denote the forgetful functor from Norm0d-N to the 
category of Hilbert spaces and bounded linear maps which assigns to every normal 
X-module its underlying Hiibert space. The next theorem shows that we can recover 
,li from the data consisting of Normod-19: together with this forgetful functor. This 
fact and its proof are just a stight generalization of a result (see C’orollary 2.7 below) 
discovered by John E. Roberts in the course of his work on mathematical physics, 
where similar considerations are at play. (For a hint of this see the footnote on 19, 
p. 2171 and 1 t 0, Theorem 3.63.) 1 would like to thank him for showing me this result 
and for several very enlightening conversations concerning the general subject. 
Roof. 1Rt t E C Then r assigns to any V E Normod-? a bounded linear operator t tTe 
on H( C’). If scalar multiples, sums, products and adjoints of elements of C are defined 
in terms of the corresponding operations on the associated operators, it is easily seen 
that C heccnmes a *-algebra. A norm can be defined o~i C by 
It is easily verified that this norm is finite, is a C*-algebra norm, and that C is com- 
plete for this noml, so that C becomes a (?-algebra. An analogue of the ultra-weak 
operator topology can be defined by means of the iinear functionals p~i’,~,,~~ defined 
for C’ f Nnrmod-N, u, ~9 E H( V) by 
Py, w,w=$J4 WL , I 
and it is easily verified thar C becomes a I+‘*-algebra for this topology. . 
For any n EN we define a natural transformation t” from H to itself by 
(P )t, u = nv 
for v E H( t’), V E Nornlod-IV. It is easily verified that the correspondence N * tn is 
an isometric *-homomorphism of N into C We indicate now why this homomorphism 
is surjective. LRt I E C, and let U be a generator for Normod-Rl: Then N is faithfully 
represented on W (Proposition 1.3) and flomiy(U, U) is just the comtnutant of%’ 
acting on Lt: Now by the definition of a natural transformation tc; must commute 
with every element of Hom,(U, U). It f’ollo~~s from the von Neumann doubte corn- 
mutant heorem 17, p.411 that there is an n E N such that n and tlr coincide as 
operators on U. It follows by arguments similar to those at the end of the proc f of 
60 4f.A. Rieffcl, hforitu equivalenre 
Proposition 2.1 that f c’ and n must coincide as operators on !f( V) for every 
1% Krrmod-N, that is, that t r= tn. Finally. it is easily verified that the analogue of 
the ultra-weak operator topology on C defined above corresponds to the weak 
topology of N tz! 
We notice from the above that the morphisms in Normod-tl;’ form a generalization 
of the cammutant ofX, while the natural transformations of the forgetful functor 
are like the double commutant of N. 
As T. Cartier pointed out to me, the above results are closely related ta the 
Yoneda Emma 125, pal]. but the Yoneda Lemma is not applicable since the forget- 
ful functor is not representable. 
The above corollary is closely related to results of Takesaki [33] and Bichteler 
I.~]. and in fact categories provide a more natural setting for their results. Specifically, 
!f B is a C*-algebra nd if A’ is a Hilbert space, then the set Rep(f3, K) of representa- 
tions of B on subspaccs of A’ can be viewed as a category if the corresponding inter- 
twining operators are adjoined. It is, of course, a full subcategory of Hermod& The 
forgetful functor on Rep(H. A’ ) has as its values on objects just subspaces of A’. Then 
the “;mdmissiblc operator fields” of 1331 and [3f are easily seen to correspond just 
to natural transformations of this forgetful functor to itself. For example, it is 13, 
condition (iv), p.941 which corresponds to the requirement that a natural transforma- 
tion must commute with morphisms. This is seen by using the following slight gener- 
akatior, of 17, Propasition 3, p. 41; 
2.8. Proposition. Let B hu (I C*-olgdw, artd let V, W E tiermod& 731~1 andv 
f E HomR( V, W) is a h-rem ct-mhimttiort of two purtial wvnelries irt tiom,( V, W). 
Proof According to Lemma f .2 above, f = p if 1, where p is a partial isometry in 
HctmS( V, W) and ! f 1 is a positive element of Horn,,, V, V). But by (7, Proposition 3, 
p-4], if.1 is a linear combination of two unitar)l operators in Horn,,, V, V). 0 
Making the correspondence indicated above between admissible operator fields 
and natural transformations of the forgetful functor, we see that (33, Theorem 21 
is just Corollary 2.7 above but with Hermod-B replaced by R2p(B, K). The proof 
is almost he same except hat K may not be large enough to be the space of a gener- 
ator for Hcrmod-R, and so one must work instead with a generating family of disjoint 
elements of Rep@, 15:). But this causes no difficulties. 
The above considerations are also very closely related to the ‘@big roup algebra” 
of Ernest f 12, 13, 141, and to the enveloping algebra of a covariant system intro- 
duced by Ernest in [ 151. In all t.hese papers the *‘options” employed can be reinter- 
preted to be natural transf~.,rmaticdrls of a forgetful functor to itself. 
As John i!. Roberts also pointed out to me, the Tannaka duality theorem can be 
reinterpreted in a similar way, where the “Darstellungen dt: . Duafhalbgruppe” of 
[36], or the “rcpresetltatjolls” of f 5, Definition 2. p. I%] or the “operations” on 
[XI, p. 75) can all be viewed as natural transformations of the forgetful functor. 
Undoubtedly the “operator fields” of 1.~71 can be interpreted in a similar way, as 
can the maps J of 114, Remark 3.14). Extension of these duality theorems to covari- 
ante algebras can be found in [ 16, Section 6). Such generalizations of Tannaka’s 
theorem seem to be more in the spirit of Tannaka’s original theorem than those 
which involve Hupf algebras I__, ” 14 34). I also suspect that the above ideas are re- r _ 
lated to the work of Saavedra K;vano (3 I], hut the situation here is not at all clear 
to me. 
Since non-isomorphic C*-algebras can have isomorphic enveloping Calgebras 
(Exantplti I .4), one would not hope, in view of Corollary 2.7, TV be able to recover 
a C’*-algebra from the data consisting of its category of Hermitian modules together 
with the forgetful functor, However. one can imagine that if additional structure is 
added (probably of a topological nature), then one could recover the C’“-algebra it- 
self, But it is not clear to me how to do this. Here we will content ourselves with 
reformulating in terms of categories the further results of Takesaki and Richteler, in 
which they consider a topology on Rep{& A’ ). (it is not clear to me how to put a 
similarly useful t opalogy on Hermod-B. ) 
Let L3 be a C’-algebra, and let K be an infinite-dimensional Hitbert space of dimcn- 
sion large enough so that every cyclic representation of B can be realired on a sub 
space of A’. As in 1331 and [3] we put on the objects of the category Rep(H. K) a 
topology, which in [ t 8) is called the strong topology, but which we will call the 
strong Fell topology. Specifically, any element of Rep{& A’ ) whose underiying 
Hilbert space is J CG K can be put in correspundenze with the homomorphism frc m 
B to the algebra of bourlded operators on J which defines the corrrsponding repre- 
sentation of 8. But every operator on J can be viewed as an operator on K by de- 
fining it to be zero on the orthogonal complement of J. Thus the objects of Rep{& A’ ) 
are in bijective correspondence with the *-homomorphisms of B into the algebra 
L(K) of bounded operators on K which define (possibly degenerate) *-representations 
of B on K. In this way the objects of Rep@, K) correspond to certain functions 
from B to I,(K), and so tf we equip L(K) with the strong operator topology. we can 
equip Rep@, K) with f he corresponding topology of pointwise convergence of func- 
tions. It is this topolo,<y which we call the strong Fell topology. (As the lemma on 
(3, p. cli=! shows, we colild just as well have used the weak, ultra-weak or ultra-strong 
operatb- tnb4ogies or, L(KL) 
We woulr; _ ’ ‘1) 5 ke to define what we mean by saying that a natural transforma- 
tion of the large t,*I functor from Rep@, K) to the category of Hilbert space? is 
continuous. l$r this purpose let Sub(K) denote the category whol+e objects consist 
of the subspace of A’ and whose rnorphisms consist of the bounded operators be- 
tween these subspaces. The forgetful functor N is a functor from Rep@ K) to 
SublK), and a natural transformaticjn from II to itself will be a map from the objects 
of Rep@, A*) to morphisms in Sub(K). Thus we need a topology on the set of rnor- 
phisms of SubM). NQW any morphism in Sub(K) can be viewed as ;t houttded opera- 
tor tbn K by defining it to be zero on the orthogonal complement ~)f its domain. We 
ohtam in this way a mapping from the set of marphisms of Sub(K) onto L(K), and 
we equip the morphisms of Sub(K) with the pre-image under this mapping of the 
strong operattrr topology on L(K). Note that the resulting topoloa on the morphisms 
will not he Hausdorff. (As in the theorem on [ 3, p. 971 we could just as well use the 
weak. ultra-weak or ultra-strong operator topologies on /,(A’).) 
2.9. Definition. Lef H bc the forgetful functor from Rep(H, A’) to Sub(k). A natural 
~ransfknatic~n from !I to itself will bc said to he ctvttirtttc~m if it is continuous 3s a 
iunctiw from the set of objects of Rep(& A’) equipped with the strong Fe!1 topology 
tc! the set of morphisms of Sub(K) equipped with the ropology defined above. 
The fo!itowing is our reformulation of the main thc<brem of [33] and 131: 
This fheorem can he proved by making trivial rnodific;trions of the proof given in 
I_‘]. SC) we will not include a proof here. 
3. Functors between categories of Hermitian nroduks 
trt .A and H he C’“-algebras. In this section we will study some general methods 
for constructing functors from Hermod-B to Hermod-A. 
One general method for constructing functors from Hermod-t) to Hermod-A was 
introduced in [30], in terms of what were called there Hermitian B-rigged A-modules 
(these being a generalization to the non-commutative case of the “C*-modules” which 
Kapkmsky 121 ] introduced for commutative C*-algebras). For our present purposes 
it wil! be useful to change slightly the definition of these objects (by no longer re- 
quiring the range of the B-valued inner product to span a dense submanifold of B, 
and by requiring completeness).For this reason we will include the definitions here. 
contrary to the case in (301, there seems to be no advantage here in considering 
pre-C*-algebras, o we makr our definitions only for C’-algebras. 
3.1. Definition. Let B bc a C’-algebra. By a (right) p~e-!I-r@~~~~ space we mean a 
vector space, X, over the complex numbers on which B acts by means oIf linear trans- 
formations in such a way that Y is a right B-module (in the algebraic sense}, and on 
whkh there is defined 3 &valued pre-inner-pr~~duct, th3t is, a H-valued sesquilinear 
form ( , )R conjugate linear in the first variable, such that 
( 1 ) t x, ,dB 3 0 for all x E X, 
(21 ((s, y$$* = i_v. x), for all x,y E X, 
and having the further property th3t 
(3) t .Y, 1’0 $j . = ( s, y jR b for all x.J* E X, b E 113. 
It is easily seen that if we fac’tur 3 pre-B-rigged space by the subspace of the ele- 
ments x for which (x, x jR = 0, the quotient becomes in 3 natural way 3 pre-R-rigged 
space having the additional property that its inner product is def’inite, that is, 
(x, x jR > 0 for 311 ncm-Lcrr> x in A’. 0n a prc-I.-rigged space with definite inner 
product we c’an define a norm fi I by setting 
(3.2 j thr at= ih-, x>, iw 
f0r s E S. (See 130. Proposition 2.10] for the verification that this is indeed a norm.) 
From nljw on we will always view 3 pre-B-rigged space with definite inner product 
as being equipped with this norm. Then the completion of X with respect to this 
nt)rm 1s easily Sean to become again 3 pre-&rigged space. (This matter is discussed 
arwnd 127. Z.Sj.) 
3.3. Definition. lxt B be a C’-algebra. By 3 tr-ri~~@ spare we will mean a pre-H-rigged 
spa~c, X, satisfying the following additional cc)nditions: 
( 1) if t x, .Y >R = 0, then x = 0, for all x E X. 
(2) A’ is complete for the norm defined in (.?.I!). 
Viewing a B-rigged space as a gencr3lization of 311 ordinary Hilbert space, we ~911 
define what we mean by hounded operators on a B-rigged space, as w3s done in 
[ 30, tkfinit ion 2.3 ] and following [ 27, 2.51. That these two definitions are cquiv- 
alcnt is shown in [ 27, Theorem 2.8 1. For ~omplcteness we include here a definition 
of buundcd operators which lumps together the definitions from f30) and f27]. 
3.4. Definition. Let X be a A-rigged space. By a L~undeci ~~pcnztor on X wc mean a 
linear operator, T, from X to itself which satisfies either of the equivalent conditions 
( 1) for some constant k T we have 
G?x, 7k),Gk,(x,x), forallxEX; 
(1’) T is continuous with respect to the norm on X; 
and the condition 
(2) there is a linear operator, T*, on X, satisfying conditions (1) and (1’) above, 
such that 
(Tx,J$ = (x, 7-*_d, for all x,_V E X . 
It is easily seen that any bounded operator on a S-rigged space S wiH automati- 
cally commute with the action of B on X (because it has an adjoint). 
We will denote by l.(x) (or f.,(X) if there is a chance of confusion) the set of all 
bounded operators on X. Then it is easily veritied that with the operator norm I,(X) 
is a C*-algebra ( [30, Proposition 2.121 or comments after [2?. 2.51). 
3.5. Definition. Let A and b‘ be C*-algebras. By a tkvnzitiar: B-rigpi A-mzt~Jttle we 
mean a B-rigged space, X, which is a left A-module by means of a *-hnmortloryllism 
ofA into I.(X). and which is non-degenerate as an &nodule in the sense that AX 
is dense in X with respect to the norm on .Y. 
This definiticjn differs from f 30, Detinitic~n 4. I91 only in that we do not require 
here that the range of the H-valued inner product on A’span a dense subm;aniMd of 
B. 
In [ 30, .&tion 5 j it was shown how to use 3 Hermitian B-rigged A-module, .Y, 
to construct a funitor from Hermod-H to tiermod-A. We rtxall the definition here. 
If C’ E Hermod-& then we can form the algebraic tensor product ,Y QPS I/, and equip it 
with an ordinary pre-inner-product which is defined on elementary tensors by 
Compkting the quotient of X xB C’ by the subspace of vectors of length zero, we 
obtain an ordinary Hilbert space, on which A asts (\Jy a(x s u) = ax 8 u) to give a 
*-representation of A. We will denote the iorresponJing Hermit ian .4=module by 
*‘I ’ (c)r ;J if there is a chance of confusion concxnir\g which Hermitian B-rigged 
A-module is being used). The only difference betwccr: the situation here and that 
in [30] is that, because we no longer require the rantie of the B-valued inner product 
on B to span a dense subset.< of B, we c’an no longer .onslude that **I C’wili not be the 
zero-dimensional &module. In fact, it is easily seen that whenever the kernel of the 
representation of H on cc’contains the range of the B-qialued inner product, therl in- 
deed .d 1’ wilt be the zero-dimensional A-module. However, as long as we consider 
the zero-dimensional A-module to be a non-degenerate A-module, we can still assert 
that J 1’ will be a non-degenerate A-module for all 1 E Hermod-B. Actually, it is 
easily seen that if the above construction is applied even to a degenerate H-module, 
jt will neverthpless produce a non-degenerate A-module. because of the fact that 
we are assuming that X is non-degenerate. This remark will be useful shortly. 
The above construction defines a functor if for F, WE Hermod-H and 
1-E Horn,{ I.‘, W we define “fk i.fom,# V, e4 IV) on elementary tensors by 
+-(x 8 u) = x @J-(u). 
3.6. Definition. For any I-fermitian B-module I)’ the Hermitian <4-module +t b’ wilt be 
called the Hemritiarz A -rrzodulc obtairzed by iradurirzg c/’ rrp to A via X. We will call 
the corresponding functor the indztci~zgfrnctor deternzz~.td by X. 
These inducing functors have some fairly nice properties. For example. they pre- 
serve weak containment of representations, ascan be seen by arguments similar to 
those in the proof of (30, Proposition 6.X], and they c3tl be seen to preserve direct 
integrals when sense can be made of this. 
We would now like to generalize the above construction to obtain a wider class of 
functors. As before, let sl and H be C*-algebras, and now let n(B) be the W*-envel- 
oping algebra of R, Let D be any C*-subalgebra of n(B), and let X be a Hermitian 
&-igged .&module. Then we can use X to define a functor from Hermod-B to 
Hermod-A as follows. For any b’E Her-mod-R, we czm view I/ as a normal @)-module, 
and we can then restrict he action to D, obtaining a (possibly degenerate) D-module. 
We can then apply the construction described above using X to obtain an A-module 
which will be non-degenerate for the reason mentioned at the end of the next to 
last paragraph preceding 3.6 in this way we obtain a functor from Hermod to 
Hermod-if. This process is slightly round-about, and we wi21 see shortly that it can 
be given a neater formulation. But first we will consider some examples. 
3.7. Example. Let A = H = C( [O, 1 ])3 the algebra of continuous functions on the 
unit interval. The dual Et’ of l3 consists of the Bore1 measures on [0, 11, and so it is 
clear that the algebra of bounded Bore1 functions on [0, 1.1 can be viewed as a sub- 
algebra of B” = n(B). Lt D be the subalgebra of bounded functions on [0, I] which 
have value zero except at a countable set of points, and let X = D. Let A and D act 
on X bv pointwise multiplication. and define 3 D-valued inner product on X by 
letting Cx, J* jD be the pointwise product ofy with the complex conjugate of x. Note 
that for .UJ f I) the element (x._c?>,, viewed ;1s a linear functional on S’, is Lero on 
any purely continuous measure. Then it is easily seen that the functor determined 
by X as described above will assign to every Hermitian b-module its atomic part, that 
is, the sum of the irreducible modules which it contains. A similar construction can 
be carried out for any C*-algebra. T;jis functor preserves neither weak containment 
nor direct integrals. 
3.8. Example. Let A = B = C( [ 0,1] j as above, and let x = C( [O, 11) with the evident 
pointwise action of A. Let 1) be the subalgebra of B” = n(B) which is the range of 
the map /J of C( [O, I ] ) into A” which assigns to each f E C( [0,1]) the tinear function 
p(j’) on 11’ defined by 
where ~1,. is the continuous part of the measure nr. Let 11, viewed as C( [O, 1 ] L act 
c)n .Y in the evident pointwise way, and detlne a D-valued inner product on S by 
Then it is easily seen that the functor determined by X assigns to every Hermitian 
B-module its continuous part, that is, the complement of its atomic part. A similar 
construction can be carried out for any C*algebra. 
3.9. Example, Liet A = B = C([O, 11) as in the two examples above, and let D be the 
algebra of bounded Bore1 functions on [O, I 1, viewed as a subalgebra of rr(B) as 
described in Example 3.7. Lef X be as in Example 3.7 with pointwise action of A 
and I). Let Y be D with D-valued inner product defined in the usual way. It is easily 
seen that the functor determined by Y is naturally equivalent to the identity functor 
on Hermod-S (a similar situation occurs in the paragraph before f 30, Theorem 6.23) ). 
lxtt Z = X @ Y, viewed as a Hermitian D-rigged A-module in the obvious way. Then 
the functor determined by 2 doubles the atomic part of any Hermitian B-tnoduie 
while keeping the continuous part fixed {up to equivalence). This functor pr~ervcs 
weak containment but not direct integrals. 
3.10. Example. Let A = B be the Et of Example 1.4 and let D = n(B) = I_. lat X be 
the A of Example 1.4, with B and I) acting by pointwise multiplication on X, and 
with the obvious D-valued inner product on X. Then it is easily seen that the functor 
determined by X is naturally equivalent to the identity functor. But this is also true 
if we let X = D. Thus non-isomorphic Hermitian rigged modules, in our plresent gener- 
Aized sense, can define equivalent functors, contrary to the purely algebraic ase 
(see 12, Theorem 2.3)). However, we will see later that we can recover uniqueness 
by putting further conditions on the Hermitian rigged modules which are used (see 
Section 6). 
3.11. Example. L.et S and T be compact Hausdorff spaces. Let R = C(S), A = C(T), 
and let 1) be the algebra of bounded Bore1 functions on S, identified with a subalgebra 
of z(B) = B” in the usual way. Let X = D. Suppose we are given a Bore1 measurable 
mapping q from S to 7: IMne an action of A on X by . 
for 12 f A, f E X, s ES. Then X becomes aHermitian D-rigged A-module, and the 
corresponding functor maps irreducible B-modules according to the tnapping q and 
other modules according to their direct integral decompositions into irreducibles. 
In particular, this functor will preserve direct integrals, but it will not preserve weak 
containment unless q is continuous. 
3.12. Example. Let A = B = C( 10, 1 I), and let D and X be defined as in Example 3.7, 
-except for the action of A. Let y be a (possibly non-measurable) permutation of 
the points of [0, I],_and let A act on X by setting 
(h l f) 6) = h(ds~)f(s~ l 
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Then the corresponding functor will send all continuous modules to the zero module, 
while it will permute the irreducible modules (and so the atomic modules) according 
to Q. In particular, such a functor can carry a measurable field of irreducible repre- 
sentations to a field which is not measurable. 
3.13. Example. L.et A = B = C( [0, 11). Notice that the D’s of Examples 3.9 and 3.12 
are orthogonal subalgebras ~fn(B)~ so that the direct sum of these two algebras can 
be viewed in a natural way as a subalgebra of n(B). Let X be the direct sum of the 
X’s from Examples 3.9 al\d 3.12. Then the corresponding functor carries each purely 
continuous Hermitian rradule to an equivalent module, while it permutes the atomic 
representations; according to the permutation (7 of Example 3.12. in particular, this 
functor is an equivalence of Hermod-B with itself which need not preserve weak con- 
tainment or direct integrals and can carry a measurable field of modules to a non- 
measurable field. 
We will now reformulate the above general construction in a way which is more 
elegant but which is somewhat more difficult to work with in specific examples such 
as those given above. Specifically, let A and B be C*-algebras, I) a subalgebra of
PI(B) and X a Hermitian D-rigged A-module. Then we can form the algebraic tensor 
product X sD n(B) and define on it an n(B)-valued sesquilinear form by 
This is just a special case of the construction used in (30, Theorem 5.93 or in [27, 
Section 41, except hat n(B) may be degenerate as a D-module. Nevertheless the 
sesquilinear form can be shown to be non-negative, ither by imitating thz proof 
indicated for 130, Theorem 5.91 (and splitting the degenerate D-modules which 
occur into their non-degenerate part plus null part) or by using (27, Proposition 6.11. 
,3.14. hposition. Lar A and B be C*-algebras, let D be a C*-sulwlgebru of n(R) and 
let X be u Hermitian D-rimed A-module. Let Y be the ffermitian n(B)-rimed . 
A-module obrained b,y equipping x @D n(B) with the pre-inner-product defined above, 
by &&ring by the ekments of length ~YV, and cumpleting, Then the functor F, 
initially defined on Hermod-rl(B) but restricted to Normud-n(B) (which equuls 
Hermod-B) is naturtil$y equivalent to the firnctor frum Hermod-B to Hermod-A cm- 
structured from X b?p the method escribed just before Example 3.7. 
Roof. Let 1’ E Hermod-B, and view V as a normal n(B)-module which can be re- 
stricted to D. Then the natural map t y from Y a:‘lltBI V to X zD V defined on ele- 
mentary tensors by 
ty[(x On) 0v)=x 0nv 
is easily verified to provide the required natural unitary equivalence. Cl 
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In view of th result we may from 1. .ti on restrict our attentio,n to Hermitian 
rt(S)rigged A-modules and the functors which they define from Hennod-B to 
&mod-A, thol.lgh the earlier construction is still useful for considering specific 
examples. 
We remark that even by so restricting the rigged modules we consider to those 
defined over n(B) (in other words, by requiring thp algebra D of the earlier con- 
struction to be n(B) itself’), it is still possible for two non-isomorphic Hermitian 
n(B)-rigged A -modules to define equivalent functors, as is shown by Example 3.10. 
4. Properties of functors 
With the eventual aim of characterizing the functors wh %:h aru defined by 
Hermitian (B)-rigged A-modules, we now study the propcr!ies which these functors 
possess. Throughout this paper we will always assume that tho functors considered 
are linear with respect to t.he linear structures on the Horn spaces. 
As was mentioned earlier, Hermod-B carries a natural involution, that is, a con- 
jugate linear contravariant functor of period two which is the identity on objects, 
namely the functor which takes each morphism to its adjoint. 
. 
4.1. Ddinition. Let C and D be categories whose spact- of morphisms carry the 
structure of complex vector space: , and let C and D each have an involution, denoted 
by *. Then a linear functor E froliJ C to D will be said to be a *-f~tlrf~ if 
of*) = F(f r 
fur every morphism f in (Z 
4.2. hoposition. iit A and B be C*-algebras, let X be u Hermitian n(B)-ri&ged 
A-module, and let Fx be the cowesponding functor from Hermod-B to Htrmcld-A 
(equipped with their natural involutions). ;Ilhert Fx is a *-functor. 
The proof consists of a straightforward computation. 
We now show that s-functors between ciittegoriks rf Hermitian modules are norm 
decreasing, in analogy with the well-known fact foi a-homomorphisms between 
C*-algeb ras. 
4.3. Proposition. Let A and B be C*algebras, and let F be a + -firnctw from 
Hemod-B fo Hermod-A. ?%en 1 F(f) II< II f II for every morphism f in Hermod-B. 
Proof. Let f E HomBf VP w) for V, W E Hermod-B. Now Homg( V, V) and 
I(oQ(F( V), F(V)) are both von Neumann algebras, and F restricted to HomB( V, V) 
is a *-homomorphism, and so is norm decreasing f7, p. 81. But f * f E HomB( V, V), 
so that 
lIF(f)l12= HE’(f)‘F(f)II= liF(f’f)IlG llf*f’u= Ilfl12 .D 
We now consider a somewhat less obvious property of the functors defined by 
Hermitian rigged modules. If V f Hermod-B, then HomR( V, V) is not only a Banach 
space, but in fact a von Neumann algebra, carrying in particular the ultra-weak 
operator topology. More generally, given V, W E Hermod-& the space Homg( V, W), 
while not an algebra, still carries a natural analogue of the ultra-weak operator 
topology, which, fotloting the usage in [32] for M/*-algebras, we will call simply 
the weak topology. We will also have brief use for the analogue of the ultra-strong 
operator topology on Hom,(t’, W). 
4.4. Definition. Let K it’ E Hermod-& By the weak topofogy on HomS( V, W) we 
will mean the topology defined by the linear functionals of the form 
f - G(fcui>, WjL 
where (ui) and (wi) are sequences of elements from V and W respectively such that 
c EIvi82<oo, Cewi 12<orr* 
& the uftm-strmg opemtur topology on HomB(Y, W) we will mean the topology 
defined by the seminorms of the form 
where { Ui} is a sequence of elements from V such that C Ii ui II2 < 00. 
From [ 28, Theorem 1.41 it follows immediately that Horn& W) is a dual 
Banach space, with the weak-+ topology corresponding to the weak topology just 
defined, in analogy %Irith the well-known Gtvation for van Neumann algebras. 
We have the fo’llowing analogue of well-known facts for von Neumann algebras, 
principally (7, bmma 2, p, 351: ’ ’ 
4.5. Proposition. Let V, W E Hermod-& Then the ultra-strong opemtor topology on 
Horn,,, V. W) is stronger thun the weak topokby. ‘171e ultra-strongly continuous 
linear functi~nuls on HomA V, W} are exact& the linear finctionals used in Deflni- 
tiun 4.4 to define the weak topofogy. A net ( fk ) of elements of HomB( V, W) con- 
verges ultra-strongly to 0 if and only if the net ( f: fk ) conveees to 0 in the wea& 
topology of Homg( V, V). 
The! proof is obtained by making minor modifications to the proofs of the cor- 
responding facts for von Neumann algebras. 
In .*iew of Definition 4.4 it now makes sense to ask whether a mapping between 
spaces of homomorphisms i  normal, that is, continuous for the weak topology, and 
in particular we can ask this of the mappings between spaces of homomorpl-isms 
def’ined by a functor. 
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4.6. Definition. Let A and R be C*algebras, and let F be a *-functor from Hermod-R 
to Hermod- (or between full subcategories thereof’). Then we will say that F is 
r~o~r& if for any V, WE Hermod-B (or its full subcategory) the mapping from 
Homg( V, W) to HomA(F( V), F(W)) defined by F is normal, that is, continuous for 
the weak topologies. 
The main full subcategory which will interest us (in the next section) is the cate- 
gory of normal modules over a I@-algebra. 
Actually, the nex.t result shows that in order for a tL-functor to be normal it suf- 
fices for it to be normal on the von Neumann algebras of form Horn*** V, V). 
4.7. Proposition. Let F 6e a *-jiinctw from Hermod-B tcr Hermod-A. ff fiir cva<v 
V E Hermod-R the homomorphism from Horn,,, V, V) to HomJF( V), F( V)) de- 
fined by F is normal, then F is twwal. 
Proof. Let V, WE Hermod-& We must show that the map from Humlle(V, W) to 
HomA(F( V), F(W)) defined by F is normal. WC show first that it is continuous for 
the ultra-strong operator topologies. I& (fk } be a net of elements of Homg( V, W) 
whkh converges ultra-strongly to 0. Then by the last part of Proposition 4.5 the 
net { $’ fk ) in Hombl( V, V’) converges weakly to 0. Since F is assumed norma on 
Homs( V, V), it follaws that the net (F( fi fk)) in Hom*d(F(A ).F(A )) converges 
weakly to 0. But F is a *-functor, and so F(fi fk) = F( fkJ8 F(f’). Then again by the 
last part of Proposition 4.5 it follows that the net { F( fk)) in HonlA(F( V), F(W)) 
converges ultra-strongly to 0. Thus F is ultra-strongly continuous. But by using the 
first two parts of Proposition 425 it is easily seen that any linear map between spaces 
of homomorphisms which is ultra-strongly continuous is also weakly continuous. Ef 
4.8. Theorem. Let A and B be C’-ulgebros, let X be a Hemirbm n(B)+&ged A-module, 
awd let Fx be the wwesponditzg functor from Hermod-R to Hermod-A. 7?wn Fx is 
normal. 
Roof. According to Proposition 4.7 it suffices to show that for every V E Hertirod-B 
the *-homomorphism from Horn,,, V, V) to Hom,(FX( V), FX( V)) defined by E;x 
is normal. Now let x q~ U, x’ by U’ E Fx(V) be given, and let .E Hom#( V, V). Then 
( Fxff) (x @ u), x’ @ v’ ) = {f(v), (x, x’ &@) vf ) , 
and so it is clear that the composition of the homomorphism detlned by );x with 
the iinear functional defined by two elementary tensors is weakly continuous. This 
will then also be true for any two linite tensors. But the finite tensors are dense in 
FX( V j, and a routine argument using [ 7, Theorem 1, p. 381 shows from this that 
the homomorphism defined by Fx is normal as desired. 0 
We now examine an important property of normal +-functors. 
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4.9. Proposition. Let A and B be C*-algebtas, and let F be a rlotmal *-j&m-for ftorn 
Hermod-B to Hermod-A. Thcrr Fptesenw (possiblv injM?e) Hilbett space ditect 
surm That is, if’ { Vi) is a family of Awerzts oj* Hermod-B and if V z @ Vi, thm 
fl V) 25 63 F( Vi,. 
Roof. For each k let pk denote the canonical mapping Of @ Vi onto Vk. Then pi 
is the canonical inclusion of Vk into @ Vi, pk pi is the identity map on Vk, pi pk 
is the projection onto p;( Vk), and pk pi* = 0 if k # j. Then F(pk) F(pk)* will be 
the identity on fl V& F(pk)* F(pk) wtll be a projection in F(@ Vi), and 
F(pk) F(pi)* = 0 if k #j. It follows that the F(p,)* define a natural injection of 
@ fi( Vi) into F( $9 Vi). We must use the nomqality of F to show that this injection 
is also surjective. 
Now for any finite subset N of the index set for the Vi> the operator 
PN = & P; Py: kEW 
is the prOjectiOn Of @ Vi onto the subspace corresponding to@ { Vk: k E N). Then 
it is easily seen that the net { pJw) converges weakly to the identity operator on 
@ Vi. Since we are assuming that F is normal, it fOllows that { F(pN) } converges 
weakly to the identity operator on F(@V$ From this it follows easily that the in- 
jection Of @F( Vi) into F($ Vi, is sujective. cf 
‘We remark that since in HermOd-B every short exact sequence splits, it follows 
that any functor preserves cokemels. Thus normal functors, in that they also pre- 
serve direct sums, are a natural analogue of the right-continuous functors defined on 
(2, p. 58). Indeed, one Of the main results of this paper will be an analr;gue for 
normal functors of the Eilenberg-Watts theOrem for right-continuous functors 
([ 11,38] or (2, p. 58)). 
We now give an example of a +-fun&Jr which is not norinal. 
4.10. Example. We begin by ctlnsidering amethod for constructing functoes from 
the category, Hilbert, of Hilbert spaces (Hermitian C-modules) to itself. This con- 
struction, which deserves ftlrther study, was suggested to me by George M. Bergman. 
L& K f )-filbert, let L(K) = Hom(K, K), and let p be any state (normal or not) on 
L(K). We use p to construct a functor I;p fram Hilbert to itself. Given V E Hilbert, 
define a pre-inner-product on Hom(K, V) by 
and let !$( V) be the corresponding Hilbert space obtained by factoring by the vectors 
of length zero and completing. Given V, W E Hilbert and h E Hom( V, I+‘), let x denote 
the map from Hom(K, V) to Hom(K, W) defined by z(f) = h 0 f for f E Hom(K, 19. 
Then it is easily verified that ‘i; is continuous for the pre-inner-products defined 
above, and so defines a cantinuous operator FP(Iz) from FJV) to FJW). It is easily 
seen that Fp, defined in this way, is a +-functor. 
Now let K be an infinite-dimensions\ Hilbert space, and let L,(K) denote the 
algebra of compact operators on K, so that L,(K) is a two-sided ideal in L(K). Let p 
be a state of L(K) which is zero on L,(C) (so that p is not a normal state). Then FP 
is not normal, for it is easily seen that if h E Hom( V, W) and if h is compact, then 
F&h) = 0. But the identity operator on any Nilbert space is the weak limit of com- 
pact operators. 
5. Normal modules and th$ Eilenberg-Watts theorem 
We have seen that if 1y is any C*-algebra, then Hermod-B is isomorphic to 
Narmod-n(S). Thus any functor from Hermod- to Hermod-A can eqtially well be 
view& as a functor from Normod+@) to Norm@&4 ). We are thus led naturaily 
to make a general study of functors between categories of normal modules over 
W ‘-aiplebras. 
Let M and N be @-algebras. Since Normod-N is a full subcategory of Hermod-N, 
we know what is meant by a normal *-functor ftom Normod-N to Normod& In 
view of the results of Section 3 we would expect o construct such functors in terms 
of some kind of N-N-bimodules with N-valued inner product. We wilt show now that 
this is in fact the case, the main difference from the previous ection being that we 
must here ensure that the range of the functor consists of elements of Normod-M 
and not just HermodeM. In what follows we will, as before, refer to the ultra-weak 
operator topology on IV*-algebras  just the weak topology. 
5.1. Ikfinition. Let M and .A* be it’*-algebras. By a normal N-r&ged M-mod& we 
mean a Hermitian N-rigged M-module, ,I’, which has the added property that for 
every x,y E X the linear map m ++ (x, rn)’ )y from Iw to N is normal, that is, weakly d 
4xx4tinuous. 
5.2. Theorem. Let M arrd N be W*-algebras, und let X be a normal Wigged M-module. 
For any V E Normod-iV led Fx( V) be thtr Iimmitian M-modt& obtained by inducing 
Y up to M via X. Then Fx( V) is in fuct in Normod-M. In this way we obtain a no~mol 
*fimctor Fx from Normod-N to Normod-M. 
Roof. Consider two elementary tensors x @ u and x’ ~9 u’ in Ffi V). Then the func- 
tional 
is weakly continuous because of the normality of X and I/. But the elementary 
tensors pan a dense subspace of F#), and from this it is easily seen that Fd V) 
is normal. 
Thus the inducing f\;nctor from Hermod-N to tiermod-M defined by X as in 
Section 3 carries the full subcategory Normod& into the full subcategory Normod-hf. 
Since it is normai as a functor from Hermod-N (Theorem 4.8), it follows immediately 
that its restriction to Norntod-N is also a normal r-functor. Cl 
Note that we will use the symbol Fx to denote both the functor from Hermod-N 
and its restriction to Mormod-N, but this should not cause any confusion. 
We would like to prove conversely that every norntal r-functor from Normod 
to Norntod-A# is of the form Fx for some normal N-rigged M-module X. To do this 
we m Jst somehow produce such an X from any normal *c-functor. As motivation 
for h 3w to do this, we now consider how, given a normal N-rigged M-module X, we 
can recover X from Q. Now for any V E Normod-IV and any x E X we can define 
a balunded linear operator f”v from V to Fxt V) = M V by 
In general t*b will not respect any actions of bf or A! However, if WE Normod-N 
and if fE HoI~,~( V, W). then it is easily seen that 
for any u E E This says that, for fixed x, the family of maps dt as V ranges over 
Normod forms a natural transfornration from the forgetful functor HN from 
Normod-&’ to Hilbert (the category of Hilbert spacesj, to the forgetful functor HM 
from Norm&At composed with I;x , that is, a natural transformation from H, to 
IfM * I;ic. Thus we can hope to recover X as the collection of all natural transforma- 
tions from HAr to Haw 6Fx. We will see later (Section 6) that this can often enough 
be done, but not always, since we have already seen that non-isomorphic X3 can 
define equivalent functors (Exar;lple 3.15 with A taken to be L(K)). 
in view of the above considerations it is appropriate to develop sc‘jme tools for 
handling na! ural trrrnsformations, Note that the category Hilbert can be considered 
to be Normod-C, and that the definition of a normal N-module says that the functor 
HN is a normal functor . Similarly Hlw 0 Fr will be a normal +-functor. Thus it is 
appropriate to study natural transformations between pairs of normal *-functors 
from Normod& to Narmod-M, where in our first applications we will take M to be 
C. But the following results will also be useful when we study the uniqueness of X 
in the next section. 
5.3. hoposition. Let M and N be W ‘-algdrus, and Iet F and G 64 normal *-finctors 
from Normod-N to Normod-N. Let s and t be two natural transformations from F 
to G. If scT = tU for some generator U for Normod-M, then s = ‘t. 
Roof. Let V E Normod-N, and assume first that there is an isometric isomorphism 
fof cb onto a submodule of U, so that f * fis the identity operator on K Then 
af IQ? =s,Fff)=t*I;Yf)=Gl(f)ty l 
Multiplying on the left by G(f*) and using the fact that G(f*) G(f) is the dentity 
operator on G(V), we find that s I/ = t y. 
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Suppose now that I/’ is an arbitrary element of Normod-/V. Then IF is the direct 
sum of copies of submodules of U (Proposition 1. I), on which we have just seen that 
s and t agree. From the fact that normal *,-functors preserve direct sums (Proposition 
4.9) it follows easily that s and t agree on K CI 
On preparation for the next result we note that if V E Normod-ilb, then Hom,v(V, V), 
which we will denote by c(N) (or c V(N) if there is a chance of confusion), is the 
comtnutant of the action of N on V, and is a von Neumann algebra. As a result, V 
(or more precisely HN( V)) can also be viewed as a normal c(N)-module. Then if F 
is a normal +-functor from Normod-IV’ to Normod-M, F will define a normal home 
marphism from c(N) = HomA7( V, V) into Hom(w(F( V), F( V)), and via this homo- 
morphism F(V) also can be viewed as a normal c(IV)-module. 
5.4. Reposition. Let Mand N be W*slgebras, and ‘et F and G be normal *-jknctors 
from Norn~&~ to Normod-M. Let Cr be u generotor jtir Normod&, and let 
c(N) = Horn&!, U), SO that flu) and G(U) can be viewed cas norn& c(II$mo$ules 
(as well us normal M-modules). 7kn the assignment toany n4wwizl transformation t 
from F to G of the linear transformation t tf frum F(U) to G(0) establishes Q bijection 
between the natural transformations from F to G and the linear ~runsformutio~s fern
F(v) to G(V) which commute both with the actions of M and with the wtions of 
c(N) dej?ned by Fand G respectively. Under this bijection naturof equivalertces cor- 
respond to invertible transformations. 
Proof. Lf t is a natural transformation from F to G, then tU must be a morphism in 
Normod-M, and so is a linear transformation which commutes with the action of M. 
But by the definition of a natural transformation, tu must also commute with the 
action of c(IV). Thus tU cjjmmutes with the actions of both M and c(N) as required. 
Furthermore, the mapping t ++ tu is injective by Proposition 5.3, We must show that 
this mapping is I-;Jrjective. 
Lilt T be a Ihear transformation from F(u) to G(U) which commutes with the 
actions of both M and @I“). We wish to extend T to a natural transformation from 
F to G. Let V c Normod& and assume first that there is an isometric isomorphism 
fof V onto a submodule of W, so that f*f is the identity operator on K Define t y 
bY 
ty =G(f *) m(f). 
Since T commutes with the action of M, it is clear that t v E Horn,,,#I V), G( v)). 
We must show that the definition of ty does not depend on the choice off. Let g be 
another isometric isomorphism of V into 0. Then fg’ E Horn&/, U) = c(N). Since 
Tis assumed to commute with the actions of c(M) defined by F and G, it follows 
that 
TF(fpf) = G(fg*) T. 
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Furthermore fg*g =j; Then a straightforward calculation using these results hows 
that 
so that fy does not depend on the choice off. 
Suppose now that VP W E Normod-N atjd that there are isometric isomorphisms 
f and li: of I/” and IV respectively with submodules of U. Then for any h E HomiV( V, IV’) 
we have &#‘* E Hotn#.J, U’) = c(N), so that 
W(ghf+) = G(ghf * ) T. 
Then a straightforward calculation shows that 
which is the characteristic property of natural transformations. 
If b’ is an arbitrary element of Normod-N, the definition of ly and the verification 
that it is a natural transformation ow follow in a routine way by decomposing V
into the direct sum of modules which are isomorphic to submDdutes of U, and by 
using the fact that normalt+-functors commute with direct sums (Proposition 4.9). 
Finally, if T is invertible, then its inverse can be extended by the above process 
to a natural transformation, say r, from G to p+ and tr o ‘j[- = fU 0 lU will be the 
identity of F(U). Thus r Q i agrees on U with the identity natural transformation 
from F to itself. It follows from Proposition 5.3 that I 0 t is the identity natural 
transformation. In a similar way it is seen that t 0 I is the identity natural transforma- 
tion from G to itself. Thus t is a natural equivalence as desired. L
Suppose now that F is a normal st-functor from Normod-N to Normod-M, and 
that we wish to find an X such that fi’ is naturaliy equivalent to +. In the discussion 
preceding Proposition 5.3 it was suggested that we take as X the collection of all 
natural transformations from HSW to Hhf * F: ht in view of Proposition 5.4 this is 
equivalent to choosing a generator W and then taking all linear transformations from 
HJ,( U) to /Y&flu)) which commute with the action of c(N) = Horn&J, U j. (Note 
that since HM and /+ have values in Hilbert, the M of Proposition 5.4 is just C, 
and so pfays little role.) For simplicity of notation we will omry the symbols HsW and 
I&, so that we can write X = HomcfNI (U, F(u)). We are now in a position to prove 
ane of the main theorems of this paper, namely, the analogue of the Eilenberg-Watts 
theorem ([ 11) 381 or (2, p. $8)). 
5.5. Theorema Let Mend N he W *-algebras, and let F tw a r-rorrrtul w@ictor front 
Normod-&’ to Mormod-M. 7%~ there is a rtonnal N-riggd Al-module X sucl~ that F 
is naturally equivalent to Fp In fact, if U is any generator fur Normod-N, a& ij* 
c(N) = Hom&.!, O), then we can take X to be 
X= Hom,W)(U’ F(u)) l 
Roof. Lt U be a generator for Normod-h! and let X be defined as indicated. We must 
first show in what way X is a normal N-rigged M-module. Now since the action of IV 
on U commutes with that of c(A$ X becomes aright IV-module if an action is defined 
by (xn) (u) = x(?z(u)) for x E X, n EN, u E U. Since CT is a generator for Normod& 
N is faithfully represented on t ’ ‘“-opositihn 1.3), and it follows from van Neumann’s 
double commutant theorem [; ,, p . 1 ] that N can be identified with HumC(Nj(U, U). 
Now if x, y G X, then x *y E HomC<Nt (U, u)* and so, from the above, x* y can be 
viewed as an element of N. Accordrrrgly we define an N-valued inner product on X 
by 
for x,_.v E X. It is easily verified that in this way X becomes an N-rigged space. (This 
is a special case of [ 30, Example 4.26].) 
Now F(b] is an M-module, and so we can define an action of M on X by 
(mx) (u) = m(x(f.4)) 
for m E M, x f X, u E U. It is epcily veri&d that with this action X becomes a 
Hermitian %-rigged M-module. Furthermore, for any x,y E X the map 
from A!1 to IV is clearly continuous for the weak topologies on M and N. Thus X is in 
fact a normal N-rigged Mmociule. 
We can now use X to define a 1 %-ma1 +-functor Fx from Normod-IV to NormodM 
as in Theorem 5 2. We would like +o show that F is naturally equivalent to Fx. 
Since F and Fx are both normal *-functors, it suffices, in view of Proposition 5.4, 
to show that there is an invertible transformation from F#) to F(u) which com- 
mutes with the actions of both M and c(N). Accordingly, define a bilinear map from 
X ‘i( U into F(U) by (x, u) *X(U). This map is clearly IV-balanced, and so defines a
linear map 7’ from X aN U into F(u) satisfying nx a u) = 4u). A simple calculation 
then shows that T is isometric, and so extends to an isometry of Q(U) into F(cr)* 
Two more simple calculations how that T commutes with the actions of both M 
and c(N). Thus what remains to be shown is that T is sujective. 
Now it is clear that the representation fc(N) on U is faithful, and so according 
to Proposition 1.3, CT is also a generator for Normodc(N). Let IV denote the range of 
T in F( cr), and view F(u) as a c(n’)-module. Since T is a c(N) homomorphism, W is a 
c(A&submodule of F(Lf), and so its orthogonal complerment W’ is also. Suppose that 
FVi is not zero. Then it follows from Ploposition 1 .l that there is a non-zero element 
z in Hom,&U, W:). We can view z as an element of X whose range is irr I@. Choose 
u E U such that Z(U) f 0. Then T(z a u) = z(u) E W1, which contradicts the fact that 
I-+’ isthle range of T. Thus T must be surjective. I 2 
6. Uniqueness and self-dual modules 
k 
We have seen that non-is~~rtl~>rphi~ riggedn~odules can define equivalent functors 
(.Examplc 3.10). In this seotioq we shall see that if we impose an additional condi- 
tion on the rigged modules CC.brisidered, then the correspondence b tween ormal 
+-functors and rigged modu!cs becomes essentially bijer::ive. We will motivate this 
additional condition from a diiferent direction. L+et A and H be C*-algebras, and let 
X be a Hermitlan M&rigged A-module as in Section 3. Then X defines a functor 
from Hermod to Hermod-A, and so from Notmod-rz(B) to Normud-pr(A ). But ao- 
cording to Theorem 5.5 this functor should be defined hy a normal n(B)-rigged 
n(AI_module. it is natural to ask whether the action of A on X can be extended to 
an action of r&4 ), in which case X wauld become the desired normal n(B)-rigged 
n(A)-module. We will see shortly that it is not always possible to so extend the ac 
tion of A. Hut, in view of the universal property of r&4 ). one suftlcient condition 
for extending the action of A is that the algebra L(X) of all bounded operators on 
X be a W’=algebra. The f~llowiry example shows that in general L(X) is not a 
W*-algebra even when X is defined over a !+‘*-algebra. 
6. I. Example. Let N = I”, the IV*-algebra of bounded sequences. Let co be the 
ideal of l” consisting of sequmces converging to zero, viewed as an N-rigged space 
in the usual way. Let X = qs +x+ P, viewed as an N-rigged space in the obvious way. 
Then it is easily seen that I.(X) consists of the 2 X 2 matrices whose diagonal elc- 
ments come from I” but whose off-diagonal elements come from co, and this algebra 
is not a W’-algebra. Furthermore, if A is the atgebra of 2 X 2 matrices all of whose 
entries come from rO, acting on X in the obvious way, then it is easily seen that this 
action of A on X does not extend to an action of rr(A ). 
It is thus natural to It>ok for conditions ~911 an #-rigged space which will ensure 
that its algebra of bounded operators is a IV*-algchra. ‘Now such conditions have al- 
ready been found by Paschke [271, namely, that the N-rigged space should be self- 
dual in a sense analogous to that for ordinary Hilbert spaces. We will see that such 
self-dual spaces are also the ones which give uniqueness in our analogue of the 
tiletrbcrg -Watts theorem. For the convenience of the reader we recall Paschke’s 
results here, stated in our terminology. 
6.2. Definition, Let H be a C*-algebra, and let X be a B-rigged space. Then X is said 
to be srrlf:clual if every continuous (for the usual ntxm on X) B-module homomor- 
phism R from X into B [with R acting on Itself on the right) is of the form 
for some y E X. 
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dual of N, fhen the functiona& 
T i+p( (y, TX jJv) 
for p E hi,, XJ E X, T f L(x), span a nomt-dense suhntanlifold of rhe preduul of 
UW* 
In addition, Paschke showed that any N-rigged space can be cniarged to form a 
self-dual &ri&ed space [27, Theorem 3.21, the enlargement being in a vague sense 
an analogue of the weak operator closure of an operat.or algebra. The developments 
in this section will as a by-product lead to a different (and perhaps impler) proof 
of this result (Proposition 6.10). 
We remark that in order for L(X) to be a W*-algebra, it is not necessary for X to 
be defined over a W*-algebra or for X to be self-dual, as can be seen by considering 
either the algebra of compact operators on a Hilbert space as a rigged space over it- 
self, or co as a rigged space over itself, or, more generally, any C”-algebra B which is 
an ideal in n(B). 
Pasct~kc also indicated the importance of “polar decompositions?’ for the study 
of self-dual rigged spaces. We shall not need the next result (except in the form of 
Lemma 1.2 - but see the comments after Proposition 6.12), but we state it here to 
provide a backdrop for our use of “polar decompositions” in the following results. 
6.4. Ropositiun ( f27, Proposition 3.11 I). Let ,‘v hi a i&algebra and let X he a self 
dual N-rigged spuce. Ekn cut-h elerneof x of X can he written uniquely in fhe fum 
ylxl, where Ixl=((x.x>,,) c ‘I2 and v is att eIernent 01’ X such that (y, _vjdv is the 
range projection of 1 x 1, that is, thti kallesf projection P in N such that e 1 x I= 1 x I. 
We will now exhibit a class of self-dual spaces which will be of great importance in 
this section. 
6.5. Theorem. Let C be a C%lgebm artd let V and W be ffemitim C-modules. Let 
Ai = Horn& V, V) and X E Worn& V, W), arid let N act on the right on X by composi- 
fion of operators. On X dq%ze an !V-valued inner product by lx, y jN = X* y for 
X, y E X. Then X is a sel’idual IV-rigged space. 
Roof. It is easily seen that X is an N-rigged space. Furthermore, Emma 1 .I shows 
that X has polar decompositions in the sense of Proposition 6.4. We remark that if 
1’ is an element of a B-rigged space such that (y. y jB is a projection, then y =y ()t, yjB, 
as is seen immediateiy from calculating the B-inner-product ofv -. y (y, yjB with 
itself. To continue the proof we shall need to take orthogonal expansions: 
6.6. Definition. Let M be a IJ’*-algebra, let Y be an M-rigged space, and let { yi) be 
a family of elements of Y. We will say that {ui) is an orfhonarmal family of dements 
of Y if 
(l)(yfiyQ~=Oifi#j; 
(2) (ui, _Yi >M is a projection in M for each i. 
6.7. Lemma (Gram-- Schmidt process). Let M be a W *-al’ebm, and let Y be UFI M-rig@ 
spuce which bus polar deccrrnpositioru ir-1 tCze s4nse c3f ~oposition 6.4. Let (x ,, .,. , . ..k ) 
he a fini:e family of dw~eizts of X: TIzen there is an orthonomial ,fbmi!v (_y ,, . . . , yk ) 
of ekmerzts of Y arid a fitnzzly {mj: 1 < i, j G k ) of elements of hi SUC?~ that 
Proof. Let the prriar decomposition of x l be _Y I vlt l f and let 
=2 =x, .- y1 (_q’X,‘nl . 
Then a routine caklation sho\;s that ( r2, ~7~ )M = 0. Let the polar decomposition 
ofz* beyz ‘ttz. Let p = (y2 J-Q%, so that p is the range projection of n+ Then 
(Y,, “2 ‘:rr = (y,. -\‘2’+4 PlZ l 1 
Since the left-hand side is zero, it follows that 
0 = (yy _!?9&4P = (,q’Y@&4 = ~“V~‘_Y,~&jq 1 
by the comment before Definition 6.6. Thus_q an&j2 are orthogonal. The rest of 
the prouf continues in the ~amc way to imitate the proof of the usual Gram-Schmidt 
process. CI 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 6.5. L.et R be a continuous N-module 
homomorphism of X into Jk! We wish to find an element d~R of X such that 
K(x) = <&, x j,v for all x E X. We will do this by first finding& which will be an 
element of Horn&+‘, I’). We begin by defining_b$ on elements of W of the form 
2;Xi(Ui)q where (xi) and {Us) are finite families of elements of X and K Specifically, 
if we knew that jtR existed, then we would have 
Accurdingiy, wt3 define yk by 
.‘i(ZXi(Ui)) = C R(xi) Vi e 
We must show that yi is well defined. For this it clearly suffices to show that if 
ZX&) = 0, then C H(xi) vi = 0. Now, since X has the polar decomposition property 
by Emma I .I, we can apply emma 6.7 to find an orthonormal t’amily {vi) of 
elements of X and a family (PI{) of elements of N such that Xi = ‘;-vi PI{ for each i. 
Let z = Xyj R( -vi)*. Then a straightforward calculation, using the fact that 
Yi ( .Yp Yj )N =yj for each j and that H is an N-module homomorphism, shows that 
R(Xij=(Z,Xi)N 
for each i. Then, since Z x&t+ j = 0, we have 
(6.8 1 CR(xi) Vi = C { Z, ~i~:~ Ui = z*(z-‘j(Vi)? = 0 * 
as desired. 
We now show that .v;, defined so far only on the linear submanifold X V of rZ’, 
is bounded there. Note that 1~;; is clearly linear. Now from the calculations above it 
is clearly seen that any element of XV is of the form ‘;yi(Vi)l where {_vi 1 is an ortho- 
normal family of elements of X, and {vi) is some family of elements of V. As above, 
set 2 = I;yi(R(yij)*, so that as in the derivation of (6.8) above we have 
i3ut straightforward calculations how that 
so that I\ z* 1 G I\ R i, and II J$ il G it R fi. 
We can now extend ~7; by continuity to the closure of XV, and define _vi to be 
zero on the orthogonal complement of XV. Then for any x E X and u E V we have 
R&x)(u) =.v;(x(v)) = (Q, x::l; (vj . 
so that R(x) = (yR, x jLV as desired. 
Finally, we must show that j*R commutes with the action of C Now XV and its 
complement are both invariant under C, and so, since yi is zero on the complement, 
it suffices to show that _v;. commutes with the action of Con the submanifold XV. 
But this is’ shown by a simple cakulation. It follows that JAR itself commutes with 
the action of C. Ca 
We would now like to show that any two self-dual normal N-rigged M-modules 
which define equivalent functors from Normod-N to Normod-M are isomorphic 
(contrary to what happens if we drop the condition of self-duality). 
6.9. Theorem. 1~2 Mard N he W*G&ebras, and let F Iw a normu *-functor &m 
Normod-N lo Normod& Tkn the spare Y of natural trarrsfhwnations from HN to 
HM Q F ims Q natural structure as a self-llual normal N-rigged J&module. Furthermore, 
if X is a seIfyiuat normal N-rigged M-module and Fx is equivalent to F, then X is 
naturally isomorphic to Y. In particular, any two self-tiual normal N-rigged M-modIdles 
which define equivalent functors are isomorphic. Thus there is a bijectinn between 
hoof. The elements of Y form a vector space under pointwise operations. Further- 
more, Y forms an M-A&module with actions defined by 
(mtjp* (u) = ???(f +))’ (tnjt. (u) = t#wj * 
(f%r simplicity of notation we omit the forgetful functors f$ and I$&re, and 
whenever convenient later.) Let t! he a generator for Normod-A’, and let c{N) = 
= Homx( II, db), so that Honr,~~~ ( Cl, P(cJ)) is a normal N-rigged ftf-module as shown 
in the proof of Theorem 5.5. Now, by Proposition 5.4, there is a bijection between 
Y and Horn cb#L F(U)). and this bijection is exdy seen to preserve the actions of 
.M and :V on these two spaces. Using this bijection we can transfer the N-valued inner 
product on Hont,l,~p ( U, F(U)) to I’, SO that Y becomes anormal IV-rigged M-module. 
We show that this inner product on Y does not depend on the choice of generator. 
Suppose that L$) is another generator for Normad-N, and assume at first that there 
is an isamorphism f of U onto a submodule of UO. Because 6’ and UO are generators, 
the map n ~+f* n/is an isomotphism of N acting on LJO onto N acting on U. But for 
S, t E Y, it is easily seen from the properties of natural transformations that 
s;Q=f*“;, t&f* 
so that s;! tLr and sib tu, represent the same element of AL If CT0 does not contain a 
copy of fir, then we can compare both u and Ucl with the generator (1 ~ti I;‘, to obtain 
the general case. Finally, since HomC6&I, c;Ycr)j is a self-dual module by Theorem 
6.5, it follows that Y is a self-dual normal IV-rigged M-module. 
Suppose now that X is a self-dual normal IV-rigged M-module, and that Fx is 
equivalent to F. so that Y can be viewed as the space of natural transformations 
from #“V to ffJ5f * Fx. We show that the mapping of X into Y defined by assigning 
to x E X the natural transformation tX defined by P(U) = x cp: u(as in the discussion 
after Theorem 5.2) is an isomorphi$m of X with Y. Now this mapping is easily see.n 
to be an injective i%ometric &Vbimodule homomorphism. The only issue is whether 
it is sujective. 
i,xt t E Y. We wish to find z E X such that. t = t? Let U be a generator for 
Narmod-N, and let &V) = Hom,.&L U). Then for any x E X, (tX)L: and t&r are both 
in Hurn,.(i\;) , (U, FxW)), SO that t ;(r *ju E Hu~,.~~, (W, U), and so can be viewed as an 
element of il’ by the double commutant heorem: We thus have a map R from X into 
ha defined by 
R(x) = ‘;,#x)L, - 
It is easily verified that I? is an N-module homomorphism (with AI acting on itself on 
the right), and that R is bounded (by I\ t; I). Since X is assumed to be self-dust, it
follows that there is an element z of X such that R(x) = I( z, x )IV for all x E A that is, 
But for any x E X and u,t+” E U, we then have 
( Qr(U), x @ ti ) -= c 14, t;(tx)LI(N’)) = h, (z, qv uo = (I s u, .Y Q u’ ) . 
It fdfows that C[f = (t= )&,. From ProposiGon 5.3 it then follows that I = tz. 
We have thus shown that the correspoE,dence from isomorphism classes of self- 
dual normal N-rigged M-modules to equiva!ence classes of normal *-functors is injec- 
tive. But this correspondence is also seen to be surjective by Theorem 5.5 if we note 
that the X constructed there is self-dual by Theorem G.S. CJ 
We now indicate how the above results can be used to give a new proof of Paschke’s 
theorem (27,321 that any N-rigged space can be embedded in a self-dual N-rigged 
space. in fact, we show this for any normal ./V-rigged M-module (Paschke’s case being 
that in which M = C). Let % be a normal N-rigged M-module. Then we car? form the 
functor Fz and apply Theorem 5.5 to form X = Hom,(;y#L f$#I)), so that Fz is 
‘equivalent to E+x. This suggests hat there is an embedding of 2 into X, and this is 
in fact the case, namely, the ntapping z ++xP9 where x.(u) = 2 s u for al1 u E U. This 
mapping is easily seen to be an M-Nbimodule homomorphism of Z into X which 
preserves the N-valued inner products. Now Paschke showed that any setf-dual 
N= rigged space Y is a dual Banach sp;tce, with the function& y I+ p(Q’, y )N) 
spanning anorm-dense submanifold of the preduaf of Y as y’ ranges over Y and p 
ranges over the pre-dual M, of M 127, Praposition 3.8). For X = Horn,(,&J F’(U)) 
this is particularly apparent (and follows from [ 28, Theorem 1.41). Furthermore, it
is easily seen that the image of Z in X is dense for the weak-+ topology. Finally, as 
in Pas&kc’s theorem, there is a natural conjugate isomorphism of the IV-dual 
HoII~~~~ (.Z, N) of 2 onto X given by assigning to any iz E ~k~rn,~fZ. X ) the element 
-Q in X defined by setting 
We have thus sketched the proof of al! but the last statement of the folIowing result, 
part of which generalizes f 27. Theorem 3.2 1: 
The last statement of the above prsposition follows from: 
6. d 1. Proposition. Let X he a selJ;iutzi rrormal N-n&cd h-module and let 2 be a 
strh-iC4-N-bilttcrdtcie of X, so t/tat X cart be viewed as a normal N-rigged fi4-module. 
Assume fidrrher that Z is dejtse in X f?r titv weak-a mpolog~~ OKX (defifted above). 
illzert he firnctors /;x and Fz are equivaient. 
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Roof, For 1’ E Normod-1% define a natural transformation t from Fz to ‘;j, by 
for z E 2 u E K It is easily verified that fy is an isometry. We must use the density 
of Z to show that t y is surjective. If it is not, then there is a w CE f$( V), w # 0, 
which is orthogonal to the range of t cP. Since w # 0, there must exist r E X, u E V 
such that (v G+ u, ~0 rJ;: 0. Then the functional tr on X defined by h(x) = (x ric u, w) 
is zero on Z but not on X. But /I is easily seen to be in the pre-dual of X, and so 2 
could not be weak-+ dense in A’, !L.A 
From the considerations leading to Proposition 6.10 we alo get a representation 
for self-dual normal N-rigged M-modules: 
6.12. Reposition. Let X be arty sek&A~l normu N-rigged M-module. Let U be a 
genercltotj?~ Normod-A’, and let c(N) = Hom,&...J, cl). 77len there is a normal 
M-mod&e W which is Q&O c1 notn& c(A+mod~le with the two actions commuting 
@umely, I$( U)) such that X is isomorphic to HomCbVI (U, w), with N-valued inner 
product defined by 
This representation immediately ields such results as Paschke’s proposition on 
polar decompositions [ 27,3.11 f {by applying Lemma 1.2). 
7. Morita equivalence and its characterization , 
In this section we will study normal r-functors which establish an equivalence 
between the cat gories Normod and Normod-M. Such functors will, of course, be 
faithful (that is, injectivc on morphisms), and so we begin by considering when the 
functor defined by a normal .%%_gge6 rtl-modlrfe is faithA. ’ 
7.1. huposition. Let M und N be W *-algebras and let X be II normal N-rigged 
Mrwdule. Let No be the weak closure of the spun uf the runge of the inner product 
on X, SO that N, is 4 two-sided ideal in A? Then Fx is faithfzrl if and onfj if N, = A! 
1n particular, if V E Normod-N thm Fi( I-‘) = (0) if-and an@ if N6 I/ = (0). 
Roof. It is easily seen that if N, I/ = (01, then F”( V) = jr3). Furthermore, if NO #N, 
then, since IV0 is weakly closed, it is generated by a central idempotent j32, 1 .Nl.Sl 
and so has a complementary weakly closed two-sided ideal. If V is any normal 
module over this complementary ideal, we can view V as a normal N-module, and 
we see that F*(V) = (0). Thus FX is not faithful if A’, #N. 
Suppose conversely that VP W f Normod-N, that f E Hon~ll\;l( V, W) and / & 0, but 
that F’(f) = 0. We will show that it follows that NO # N. 
Roof. It is easily seen that -F1( If1) 2 0 and that its square is equal to 1 F( f )fz, so 
thtit ! F(f)1 = Fflfi). Now F’(pp*) and /QY” p) are both projections, and so F[/J) is 
a partial isometry , which must be at least as big as the partial isometry in the polar 
decompositian of fi’(’ f ), since 1c’( p j i F( f ) i zz F’( f ). Now p*p is the support projcc- 
tion of if I. It follows that p*p is the weak limit of projections which are dominated 
by positive scalar multiples of if 1, Since F Is normal, it follows that F(p*p) is the 
weak limit of certain projections dominated by positive scalar multiples of 1 Fl f 11. 
Putting these facts together it follows that Q pj must be exactly the partiaf isometry 
in the polar decomposition of F( f ). !I2 
Returning to the proof of Proposition 7.1, we let f = p If I be the polar decompo- 
sition of the f for which Fx[J*) = 0. It follows from the above lemma that F’(p) is 
the partial isometry in the polar decomposition of 0, so that F&D) = 0. Let V1 be 
the range of p* p. Since p*p acts as the identity on VI and Fx(p* p) = 0, it folIows 
that Fx( VI) = {O). In particular, x C+ u= 0 as an element of Fx( VI) for all x E X, 
v E V,, and so 
O=(x~v,x’~ u’l=~~x’,_$?u, u’:! 
for all X,X’ E X, u, U’ E I/,. It follows that KQ V, = (0). Since V, # (0) (because 
p jt O), it follows thrit fvrr # N ci 
Functors which establish an equivalence of categories wilt also be full (that is, 
surjective on morphisms between objects in their range). 
Roof. If V E Normod-lq, then the map defined by F from Hom,v( V, V) to 
Hom,/l;( ci ), F( Y)) will be a *-isornorphism of von Neumann algebras ince F is 
faithful and full. Bu , any Gsornorphism of von Neumann algebras is automatically 
normal f?, Corollary 1, 541.) It follows from Proposition 4.7 that F is normal. C 
7.4. Definition. Let M and /v be W*-algebras. We shall say that M and N are Morita 
cqWalerrt if there is an equivalence of Normod& with Normod# implemented by 
*-functors (which will automatically be normal). 
We shall now see how rc?*-algebras which are Morita equivalent are constructed 
from each other. Let M and .Y be W*-algebras, and let F be a +-functor from 
Normod-rl; to Normod-A!, which establishes an equivalence cf these categories. Let 
b’ be a generator for Norn~ad-N, let c([N ) = f-iotn~v( 61, U), and ie t X = Hom,(,V,( I;‘, F’( U)), 
so that F is equivalent to i_tx as in Theorem 5.5. Since F is faithful, the weak closure 
c>f the range of the inner product on X must be all of N by Proposition 7.1. 
Now since F establishes an equivalence, it follows that I=(U) will be a generator 
for bhmd*J~~. It follows from Proposition 1.3 that M is faithfully represented on 
pllro. Furthermore, since F is faithful and full, it establishes dn isomorphism of 
c(‘rt’) = ?lornl,JU, ci) with HomJ+#‘(U), F( cp)), so that c(N) can be viewed as the 
commutant of M acting on F(W), and M in turn can be viewed as the commutant of 
C(N) acting on F{ u). From t!lis fact we can equip X with an additional piece of struc- 
ture, namely, an M-valued inner product for the left action of A! on X. Specitically, 
for X,_V E X we see that x$ E Horn r.bv)( F’ r (C ), F(U)), and so can be viewed as an 
element of M. We set 
Then it is easily seen that X becomes aleft M-rigged space [30, Definition 2.8). 
Furthermore, the M- and iv-valued inner products are readily seen to satisfy the rela- 
tion 
for afi X,-Y, z E X Ah for fixed X,-Y E X the map 
from LV to M is clearly normal, so that X becomes anormal eft M-rigged right 
N-module for the obvious det‘inition. Finally, we show that the weakly closed two- 
sided ideal spanned by the range of the M-valued inner product is all of M. If this 
were not the ease, then the csmplementary two-sided ideal would be generated by 
a non-zero projection, say p, which would have the property that p ( x, y lw = 0 for 
ali XJ f A’. Let IV = p(F(U)S. Since 44 can be viewed as the commutant of c(N), 
w will be c(M )-invariant. Then, since c(N) is faithfully represented on U so that U 
is a generator for Normodc(N) by Proposition 1.3, it follows from Proposition 1 .I 
that if I+’ ?f: {O}, then there is a tie In-zero element x E HomCIN+U, W), which can be 
viewed as an element of X. The:1 (x, xjJcr = xx* can be viewed as an element of 
Horn cCNb[W, Wj. But p acts as the identity on W, so that we would have 
p(x,x)nl =p.w* #O, 
contrary to assumption. Thus &F(U)) = (01. But F(U) is a generator for Normod-M 
and so M is faithfully represented on F(U) by Proposition 1.3. Thus p = 0 as desired. 
This leads us to make the following definition, in analogy with (30, Definition 
6.10) and [2, Definition 3.2): 
7.5. Ddinition, Let M and N be IV”-algebras. By an M-N-equivaZe)rce bimc&le we 
mean an M-N-bim.udule X which is equipped with M- and N-valued inner products 
with respect to which X is a normal N-rigged M-module and a normal eft . 
right N-madule such that 
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(l)cx,y&z =x(y,+ f0rallx,y,zEX: 
(2) the range of ( , )M spans a weakly dense subset of M, and the range of C , j,v 
spans a weakly dense subset of IV. 
We shall say that the equivalence bimodule X is selfdual if it is self-dual both ;PS 
an N-rigged space and as an M-rigged space. 
7~5. Proposition, LOP Mand N be W *slgebtas and let X be an Wkquivulence 
himodule. 77~1, v we view X as an N-tigged space with ~ottesponding algcbta t&k’ ‘) 
of hounded upwators, the homomutphism defi!Gng the action of M OIT X is an isa- 
motphism of M onPo I,, (X ). In patficuiat, t&(X) is a W**lgebta. Simi”latly, viewing 
X as a left M-tigged space, the antihomomorphism defining fhe action of N on X is 
cm alt~i-isomotphism of M onto L&Y), so that LM(X) is a W8-algebta. 
Proof. L!t MC be the (unclosed) two-sided ideai in M spanned by the range of the 
M-valued inner product. By assumption, MO is weakly dense in JV. Suppose there is 
an element m of A4 such that m X = 0. Then 
mZx,yjM = z mx. y jl* = 0 
for ail x, y E X. Since MO is weakly dense, it follows that m = 0, so that the homo- 
,morphism of M into I&(X) is injective. Now by the Kaplansky density theorem 
(7, p. 431 there is a net (mk) of elements of MO of norm one which converges weakly 
to the identity efement of M. Let TE &(X). Then 
TZX,_V )MZ = TxZy,zjN =zTx,yjMz. 
Thus A-f, is in fact an ideal in LN(.X). In partWar, 7’m, EM0 for each k. Since 
1 Tmk 1 G ff T 1, and since any closed ‘ball in M is compact for the weak topology 
(this being the weak-* topdow from the pre-dual), the net ( Tmk ) will have a subnet 
{Tmj] weakly convergent to an element nz 1 of M. Then for XJ f X we have 
Zmlx,y jJv =lim!Tmjx,y)N =lim(mjx, T*yjK =(x, T*_t$ =( TX& , 
where the limits are in the weak topology on A! Thus ml x = TX for x E X, so that 
the homomorphism of irlf into LN(X) is surjective, and so bijective. A similar argu- 
ment applies to the antihomomorphism of N into I+I(X). I.._, 
The above result should be compared with 12, Theorem 3.4, part S]. 
7.7. Proposition. Let X he an M-N-equivalenw bimodule. T/ten the gilllowing condi- 
tions ate equivalent : 
( 1) X is set-dual. 
(2) X is self-dual as an N-rigged space. 
(3) X is ~elf&al as a left M-rigged space. 
Roof. Bv &iGtion, condition (1) implies conditions (2) and (3). Suppose now that 
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condition (2) holds. Then, by Proposition 6.12, X is of the form Horn,(&U, W) for 
U a generator af Normod-&’ and IV = Fx( U). By Proposition 7.6, M coinoides with 
&(X). Note that every element of Horn,{& W, W) defines in an obvious way an 
element of l&(X), so that we obtain a homomorphism of Hom,(NJ( IV, IV) into 
LN(X). Now for X,J,Z E X we have 
from whkh it follows that 
(X,Y ),w = xy* ,
which is also an element of Horn Ccrv)(lV, W). Since these elements are by assumption 1 
weakly dense in .M, it follows that M can be viewed as a weakly closed two-sided 
ideal of Horn CtiV$ IV, W). But X is self-dual as a left-rigged space over Hom,(m( W, W) 
by the left-sided version of Theorem 6.5. it follows easily that X is self-dual over M, 
so that condition (31, and hence condition (1). is satisfied. A similar argument ap- 
plies if we start with condition (3). L..J 
Let X be an M-iV-equiva.lence bimodule. Then exactly as in [30, Definition 6.171 
we can form 2, the space X but with conjugate operations of M, N and the complex 
numbers (that is, n? = (xn’)-, t z j3N = ( x, y jN, etc.). We remark that if X is self- 
dual, and so of the form U, W) as in Proposition 6.11, then there is a natural 
identification of 2with 
Horn=(,+$ 
Horn ,,( W. U’). At any rate, it is easily verified that: 
7.8. Proposition. IJX is an AI-N-equivalence hitnodule, then x” is an IV-M-equivalence 
himodule. 
We now come to the main theorem of this paper, which is the analogue yf No&a’s 
theorem for the algebraic ase [26,2,6]. 
7.9. Theorem. Let M and N be W*-alge&ras. Suppose that there exists an M-hl-equiv- 
alence bimodule X. Ehen M and N ore Marita equivalent, with an equivalence be- 
tween Normod and Normod-M being implemented b_y the jknctors Fx and Fz. 
Converse&, iJM and M are Morita equivalent, hen ihere exists an M-N-equivalence 
bimoduk X which can he chosen to be self-dual, and which is such that Fx and I;x 
are naturalkjl equivalent to the Junctors establishing the Murira equivalence We ob- 
tain in this rt’qy a bqecrion between equivalence classes ~Jequivalences front 
Normod-N tn Normod-M and isomnrphism classes of self-dual M-N-equivalence 
himodules. 
Proof. The second part of the proof follows from the discussion following Definition 
7.4 which motivated our definition of an M-N-equivalence bimodule in Definition 7.5. 
The only detail which is not clear from that discussion is that Ff is naturally 
equivalent to the functor from Normod-M to Normod& establishing the b40 -ita 
equivalence. But this will follow from the first part of the theorem and the e tsily 
verified fact that the “inverses” of two naturally equivalent equivalence are equivalent. 
The proof of the first part of the thcrlrem is cry brie; tilat IC ahe proof of 130, 
Theorem 6.231. We must show that F y .’ Fr an4 i”‘;~ 3 Fx Gre each naturally equiv- 
alent to the appropriate identity functor Now [- G, C’r:~pos+ . X-I G-2 11 is immediately 
applicable. (The faut that we are no Iongt:r assuming! 2 rt tlad: range of the N-valued 
inner product is WNPZ dense makes no difference .)‘I?& thcl I”un;;ttar Ft * Fx is 
naturaliy ec@&ent to the functor I;,, where Y is 0 w 18 ~4 i:?rmitban N-rigged 
N-module X @Af X But in analogy with !‘Kl, L,emmz, Cr.‘!‘i:\ she arjap x” CSJJ * C.X,J~A~ 
is a pre-equivalence 230, Defiflition 5,L f Y with t?.e t’eLcrp3 ctc:sed span NO of the 
range of the A’-vaIued inner product oII g, where A$, is vi~;c”G! 3~ a Hermitian N-rigged 
N-module by virtue of the fact that it is _ two-s’dtd i:l 4 ia: X Illen the functor I+ 
is easily seen to be equivalent to the functor F,%(, ;n:, in [XL ?.cmma 5.71). But No 
is we&-* dense in N by assumption, and so FNO is r?c@~$~ I’: it) F,+: by Proposition 
6.1 I. But we have seen that FN is equiv;l, *nt to ghe * IW ; ** &I,I:IO~. Thus /$ 0 FX 
is naturally equivalent to the identity functor. A SI’ &T ;: 7.4 ~-x~t~~ works fur Fx 0 F’z. 
The uniqueness up to isomorphism of the self- .: d d%&% t:r~wv&mcc birnoduie 
corresponding toan equivalence cfass of equivalew . fd~~s; f’ c.m the corresponding 
part of Theorem 6.9.EI 
Roof. On X, viewed as a left /&Qmodule? define an L(X)-valued inner product by 
- (x, _V${,y) z - r of, z!,* 
for X,,Y,Z E X. Then, as in l.30, Proposition 6.2.6.31 it is e:!sily verified that X be- 
camels an L(X )4Vsquiva1ence bimodule. The converzJ: follows tmr’ Tdiately from 
Theorem 7.9 and Proposition 7.4.3 
7.11. Corollary. Let K be w Hi&err space, and let I,(K) dertrjte the VON Neumann 
algebra of all bounded operators on K. Tlten I,(K) is Mon’tu equivalertt o the one- 
dimensicmal W*-ulgebro, c.
Proof. View K as a self-dual C-rigged space. !EI 
8. Properties of Norita equivaiexxe 
In this section we gather together various general facts about operator algebras 
which are Morita equivalent. 
Proof. This f&tows immediately frcam Proposition 2*1. [:‘I 
8.2. Corollary. ?ivo wmrnutatiwc W *-ulgebras we Moritu equivalent ifund ort!v if 
thqv ure isnrnoryhi~ ,
The next result is an analoguc of part of 12, Theorem 3S(SJ]. 
8.3. Corollary. 1~ 44 a& S be W’-uigebras which are Morita equivalent. 77wn there 
is an iwrtrorphisn~ bctwen their lattice of wcaklv cf~~d two-sided ideals. 
Proof. The weakly closed twa-sided ideals of M correspond to the projections in the 
center of M, and similarly for A! EI 
We now describe how this isomorphism is implemented by a self-dual M-N-equiv- 
alence bimadule, in analogy with [Z, Theorem 3.5(S)]. 
8.4. Proposition. Cat M arxd N be N*-algebras, and let X he LI self-dual M-IV-equiva- 
lenw himodule. 77ren there is an isamrwphism of the lattice of weak@ closed two- 
sided ideals r,f N (anif AF) und the Iattice of weuk-s closed M-N-submodules of X. If 
J is such an ideal of N, gerretated bv the central idempoten: e, then this isomo~phism 
is given in on4 ditwtion by assigning the subspace XJ = Xe to J. In the other ditec- 
tion this isomotphism is given by assigning to u we#ak-c &sed M-N-submodule Y the 
wtxkl closed two-sided ideal I, geclerated !y ( Y, Y jdv. 
Proof. We must show that Xiv = Y and IxJ = J. To show the first equal;ty, let e be 
the cenca rxojection generating I k’s Then it is easily seen that y’ = ye for p E Y, so 
that Y ‘- A+. ‘The oppusite incluatin is shown by making precise the symbolic calcu- 
lation 
Xe=XCY, YjN =(X, Y>M YC Y. 
Corlversely, given J, generated by e, we have 
(X~,X~>,=(Xe,Xe)N=e(,Y,X),~eCJ, 
so that Ix3 __ cd. But since ( .X, A’!,, is weakly dense in N by assumption, the opposite 
inclusion IS shown by making precise the symbolic calculation 
J=e~~=e(X.X)N”=(Xe,Xe}~~SIXJ.C3 
We remark that a similar result is true for C”-algebras which are related by an 
imprimitivity bimodule f30, Definition 6.10). This fact is closely related tcb Mackey’s 
normal subgroup analysis 1241, as will be shown elsewhere. 
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We now investigate how Morita equivalence is related to forming tensor products 
of W’-algebras (over the complex numbers, as on [7, p. 24) or f32, Definition 
1.?2.10] -.- for an interesting different kind of tensor product see [ 191). 
Rmf. We have not found say way to prove that the indicated inner products are 
positive xcept o imitate the proof for tensor products of ordinary Hilbert spaces, 
which involves expressing vectors as linear combinations of orthonormal vectors. 
In our setting this means that we must embed X and Y in self-dual modules (Propo- 
sition 6.10) so that by Proposition 6.12 we can apply Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 6.7 
to express elements of X and Y in terms of orthonormal families of elements. The 
prw;f of positivity is then carried out p&etty tnuch as for ordinary Hilbert spaces. 
‘Ihe rest of the proof of this proposition is carried out by routine calculatiotls. C”? 
8.6. Cotollary. IAP N be cc IV*-algebru, let K be a Hilbert space, and let I,(K) be the 
NJPI Neurnanrt ulrgebra of all bounded optvators on K. The)2 N s L(K) is Mtm’ta 
equir~alet2t to N. 
Roof. View K as an I,(K)-C-equivalence bimodule as in Corollary 7. I 1. and N as an 
N-N-equivalence bimodule. !X 
8.7. Co~Allvy . Every type I I 1 factor is Mon’ta equivalent to Q type I I o. fac’tor. Every 
type If a faUur is Morita equivalent to u type I I f fartw. 
Proof. if ,N is a type II, factor and if K is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, then 
A% L(K) is a type II_ factor 132, Theorem 2.6.61 to which N is bforita equivalent 
by Corollary 8.6; Conversely, if M is a type Il_ factor, then, as in [ 7, Exercise 5, 
p. 2421, A4 is isomorphic to N 3 L(K) for some type II 1 factor N and Hilbert space 
K. El 
Whether the type III factor to which a type IIm factor is Morita equivalent is 
unique up to isomorphism isnot clear, since it is still unknown whether a type 11, 
factor is isomorphic to the algebra of 2 X 2 matrici s over itself (which is an aIgebra 
to which it is clearly Morita equivalent). Notice also that Proposition 2.5 shows that 
a type I factor cannot be Morita equivalent o a type II or type Ill factor, nor can a 
type II factor be equivalent o a type 111 factor. 
Roof. The representations of JV on V and W are quasi-equivalent [S, 5.31 and so [S, 
5.3.l(iv)] there are Hilbert spaces H and K such that 1% H and Ws K are isomorphic 
as normal M-modules. But the commutant of N acting on V B H is A$+= C+J L(H) [7, 
p. 24). which, 3y Corollary 8.5, is Morita equivalent o N;. Similarly, Nk is, L(K) is 
Morita equivalent to ,Yk,. But N;* B I,(H) is %x\orphic to d$,! ~3 L(K). EJ 
8.9. Proposition. If M and X ute W ‘-algebpas which are Morita equ(ivaient, then their 
opposite u~gifbrcis art’ &h-vita quiwlen t. 
Roof. Let 2 and ~%r denote the opposite algebras of fV and N and let X be an IV-IV- 
equivalence bimodule. Then X can be viewed as an %%equivalence bimodule by 
setting& = .xN, ~x.J+- - M - (Lx,y)iH)5, etc. U 
Whether a W*-algebra isalways Illorita equiva,lent to its opposite algebra is not 
clear. This is related to the unsettled question of whether a W*-algebra isalways 
isomorphic to its opposite algebra. 
8.10g Theorem. A Iv *-algebra isof ?vpe I if & OII~J~ if it is Morita equivalent to a 
commutative W *-~ig&~. In fact, anv t_vpe I W ‘-algebra is Mrprita equivalent to its 
center. 
Roof. If a W*-algebra M is Morita equivalent o a commutative W*-algebra N, then 
Normod-M is equivalent o Normod-/V, and so by Proposition 2.5,M must be of 
type I. Suppose conversely that M is a type I W*-algebra. Then by 17, Theorem 1, 
p. 123 j there is an Abelian projection e in M whose central support is the identity 
element of M Then ehfe is 7 commutative W*~algeb;a which by [ 7, corollary to 
Proposition 2, p, I$] coincides with eZe, where Z is the center of M. Now if p is any 
projection in 2, then epe # 0 since e has the identity of M as central support. It 
follows that the sujective homomorphism z w eze of Z onto eZe is injective and so 
is an isomorphism of W*-algebras. Now A{& (the weak closure thereof) is a two- 
sided ideal in M, so generated by some central projection which must dotninate , 
and so which must be the identity of Ibl Thus MeM = M. Finally, let ,Y = Me, znd 
define M and eZe-valued inner products on X by 
(me, mlejM =mem;, ( me, mle jeze = em*m,e . 
Then it is clear that X is an We&equivalence bimodule, so that A# is Morita equiv- 
alent to cZe, and hence to Z. Z 
8.13. Corollary. Any type I W*-algebru is Morita equivuknt o its opposite ulgehm. 
8.14. Cm&ry . Any type I wn Neumann algebra is Mkwitu equivuknt o its mm- 
mu funt. 
Let A3 and N be two type I W*-algebras which are Morita equivalent, SO that their 
centers are isomorphic. Then we can realize both of their centers as L”(S, p) for an 
appropriate measure space 17,321, and, in the separable case, we can form direct 
integral decompositions of IW and N over this measure space (7,321. Thus we see that 
the way in which fcI1 and N differ is exactly in that their ‘*full matrix algebras”, that 
is, type I factors, over each point of S can have different dimensions. Conversely, it
is clear that two W*-algebras constructed by taking direct integrals of type f factors 
of possibly differing dimensions but over the same measure space will have isomor- 
phic centers and so will be Morita equivalent. Thus at least in the separable type I 
!_3se we obtain a good picture of how IV’-algebras which are Morita equivalent are 
related. 
The above considerations are all quite elementary. But by invoking Tomita theory 
we can obtain a quite precise description of Morita equivalence for general IV*-algebras 
in terms of traditional concepts. 
8. t 5. Theorem? Ler M and N he W ‘-algebras. Thepl M md N are Morita equivalent 
if urrei ord’y if there is a generator V for Normod-N suc\l that M is isumnrphic to the 
apposite algebra of the commu tunt of N acting on V. 
Roof. Let k’be 3 generator for Normod-N, and let Iv’ denote the commutant of N 
acting on V: By [35, Theorem 12.21 N is isomorphic to the left algebra I,(A) of 
some modular Hilbert algebra A. By the commutation theorem for left Hilbert al- 
gebras (35, Theorem 4.1]+ the commutant of L(A) is R(A), the right algebra of A, 
* Alain Cannes and Masamichi Takesaki have pointed out that for factors on separable Hilbcrt 
spaces, Morita equivalence turns out to be the same as the notion of genus introduced by 
Myrray and von Net2mann [26a, Section 31. Alain Conntis has aIso poitrted out that two 
W -algebras are Morita equivalent if and only if they have faithful representations with is* 
morphic commutants. 
and L(A) is anti-isomorphic to R(A). Thus L(A) is isomorphic, hence Morita equiv- 
alent, to the opposite algebra of R(4). Since the representations of N on both V and 
the )-filbert space U of A are faithful, and thus are generators for Normod-N, we can 
apply Corollary 8.8 and Proposition 8.9 to conclude that N is Morita equivalent to 
the opposite aigebra of/V’. 
Suppose now that M is isomorphic to the opposite algebra of Iv’. It follows that 
M and 1v are Morita equivalent. Conversely suppose that M and N are Morita equiv- 
alent. Choose U as above, so that R(A) is anti-isomorphic to ‘Iv. Then the arguments 
in the second paragraph after Definition 7.4 show that, if we adopt the notation 
used there, filch) is a faithful normal c(&module whose cornmutant is isomorphic 
to Pu. But c(N) = R(A) so that i’v is anti-isomorphic to c(N). In other words, N is 
isomorphic to the opposite of the cammutant of M acting on iE: Passing to the real 
dual of V we obtain a normal ,V-module such that M is isomorphic to the opposite 
of the commutant of ,V. U 
8.16. Csmllary . Let M und N be [)?pe 1 II awn Neumann algebras on separable 
Hilhert spuces. If M and N me Mwitu equivakn t, then they are isomorphic. 
Roof. Let V be a generator for Normod& such that .IV is isomorphic to the opposite 
of the commutant of N on K Let U be the Hilbert space of a modular Hilbert algebra 
of which 1V is isomorphic to the left algebra. We view U as a normal N-module, whose 
commutant is isomorphic to the opposite of iii. Since both iI1 and the opposite of N 
are countably decomposable and of type III, it follows from [7. Corollary 8, p. 301j 
that 0 and V are isomorphic as /V-modules. Then their cornmutants, which are the 
opposites of &’ and AI, are isomorphic, SC, N and M are isomorphic. D 
The above results indicate that for IV”-algebras, Morita equivalence isnot a funda- 
mentally new concept. For type I algebras it does provide a pleasant point of view. 
In fact it suggests hat perhaps aneater way todefine type I algebras i simply to 
say that they are the ones which are Morita equivalent to commutative ones. On the 
other hand, in the type If case the fact that Morita equivalence seems to be weaker 
than isomorphism ay possibly prove useful since isomorphism seems o intrac- 
table there - witness the questions of whether a type II, factor is isomorphic to 
2 X 9 matrices over itself. It might, for example, be possible to obtain at least a 
partial classification of Morita equivalence classes of type II factors. A number of 
the invariants which have already been introduced for factors will probably turn 
out to be, in fact, invariants for Morita equivalence classes of facmtors. 
8.17, Definition. Let A and B be C’-algebras. We say that A and B are IVfmita 
equivalent if there is an equivalence of Hermod-B with Hermod-A which is imple- 
mented by a-functors (which will automatically be normal). 
8.18. Proposition. l?te C*-algebras A and B are Muritu equivalent ifand OIL 11 if 
their enveluping W *-algebras n(A ) and n(B) ure Mnrita equivulen t. 
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It follows that the earlier esults of this section are immediately applicable to 
(?-algebras, although they do not, in general, have nice formulations in temls of the 
(?-algebras themselves rather than the corresponding W*-cnveloping algebras. 
The detailed study of I%orita equivalence for special classes of C*-algebras must 
await another time. We include here only the following result. 
Roof. Any two commutative C*-algebras ( eparable or not) which have Bore1 iso- 
morphic spectra will be Morita equivalent, as can be seen from Example 3.11 l Con- 
versely, let A and R be two separable commutative C*-algebras which are Morita 
equivalent. Then there wilt be a bijection between their equivalence classes of irre- 
ducible representations, and so between their spectra. Thus their spectra have the 
same cardinality . Since A and I3 are separable, their spectra re separable locally com- 
pact metric spaces, hence pobnais spaces 14, p. 1221, and so their Borei structures 
are those of standard Bore1 spaces [ 1, Proposition 2.33. But any two standard Bore1 
spaces of the same cardinality are isomorphic [ 1, Proposition 2.71. !I 
We remark that if two commutative (?-algebras A and B are Morita equivalent, 
so that n(A j is isomorphic to t@?), then the preduals of n(A) and n(s) must also 
be isomorphic. (The pre-dual of any W’-algebra is unique - see [ 32, p. 291.) Thus, 
if X and Y are the spectra of A and B, and M(X) and A!(Y) denote the spaces of 
regular Borel measures on X and Y respectively, there wit1 be an isometric order- 
preserving isomorphism of b{(X) onto &f( Y ). One can conclude from this also that 
X and Y have the same cardinality. But it is not clear how much more one can con- 
clude in general about X and Y. Certainly Example 3.13 shows that the bijection 
of X with Y corresponding toa Morita equivalence can be very badly behaved. 
The above considerations indicate that for C*-algebras the notion of Morita 
equivalence as defined in Definition 8.16 is probably too we& to be very interesting. 
Rather, it will be strengthened forms of Morita equivalence for C’-algebras which 
will provide the more interesting and useful tools - for example, Msrita equivalences 
which preserve direct integrals, or weak containment, as do those defined by an im- 
primitivity bimodule 130, Proposition 6.261. Such strengthened forms of Morita 
equivalence will play an important role in, among other things, the classification of 
C”-algebras, but discussion of this matter must await another time. 
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